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^ailock which has existed be- Fish, the present Chief of Police,
;*K(i Mayor Edward R. Veazie who ha;, served the past four years
and three months was read by
Mayor Veazie, to become effective
April 1. it was accepted.
Mayor Veazie presented the

power exceeded the samel
|1940 bv $546 393." 'he report
I’d.
h charged to operation for

proved by unanimous vote.

kr 1941 were $1,788,812 an
ol $639 362 over the year
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service, with 1.82 perlived from gas service in I
Rockland, Waterville and ,
bonrmunitifcs, and 0.18 perpm water service in two
Maine communities,
tpenses for new construcrenewals of plants totaled
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I iiirince K. Mansfield, wh.) was
unanimously eonfirmeed as chief
ul police.

md the Board of Aldermen wa.s
last night when each side
gave in a point and made two ap
pointments of municipal officers,
ihi.e iwo appointments have been
the basis for many a bitter battle
in the city meetings since tiie first
ot lie year and have overshadowed
■:ie . rriou.->nes.s of city business in
iane. such a.s are now being ex
o:ik n

perienced.

man tendered a Joint bri
er Friday to Mrs. Avis TclRuth Packard. Forty-five
i and friends were present,
d attractive gifts were prehd a light repast was served.

The name of Carl O. Nelson a.s
tax collector was presented by the
Mayor and passed with a 6-1 vote
by the board. This appointment
had been held up by the Alder
men since the first of the year
■who were seeking a change in the
police department.
Chief Mansfield Ls at the present
time, the commanding officer of
Company “L” of the Maine State
Guard and has had 12 years ex
perience in military affairs with
■ the Massachusetts National Guard
and with the 101st Field Artillery
in France in 1917-18 a.s a Captain
Since coming to Rockland from
Salem, Mass., where he was at
one time the president of tihe
Salem Rotary Club and business
man in the city, he has conducted
the business of the Mansfield-Gove
and Mansfield-Buttner stores as
well as Mansfield's, from which
he recently retired.
Carl O. Nelson lias made a splen
did record in hi.s department the
ipast four years and his appoint
ment is one richly deserved.
Harry Dow Ailard, Spruce Head

Tire Certificates

William Conant Richards, Rock

N w tires granted, March 16 to land.
March 3. 1942.
Everett W. Hodgkins, M.D.. Thom
Lynwood Bradford Hilt, Union. ah ton.
Walter Cleveland Powers. Warren.
Hartwell L. Davis, Friendship.
Hayden Zenas Fuller, Appletcn
Rev. William S. Stackhouse. War
ren.
Rev. Byrd C. Springer, Tenant’s
Harbor.
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Joseph Cobb Melvin, Camden.
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Shows Today
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Forest William Morris, Port
Clyde.
William Sherman Hopkins, North
Haven.
Albert Henry Parsons. Camden.
Otis Heath Burridge, Camden.
Frank Leslie Reed, Camden.
Clarence Moore, Sr.. Washington
Frank Benson Calderwood, Union.
Truck and Bus Retreads
Earl Boynton, Washington.
Walter Herbert Tolman. Rockland.

Park Theatre

B & R. Transportation Cc., Rock
land;
New England Tel. &• Tel. Co..
Rookland.
Richard Edwin Maki. Tliomaston.

On the screen will be

New Passenger Automobile
Bernard Clinton Kaler. Rockland

—AT—

service

“The Night Before

the Divorce”
with LYNN BARRIE and
JOSEPH ALLEN, JR.

A FREE CLINIC
There will be a free clinic for
small pcx vaccination of town
people Friday Afternoon, March
27, at the Owl’s Head Library
Building.
A. B. BORGERSON,
Health Officer.
96-37

Help equip the Elks Emergency Hospital and
1

Purchase Supplies For Disaster Relief
EENEFIT TO ROCKLAND AND VICINITY

, ffl

ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE

so

Thursday, March 26

CONSERVE
'■RAKES

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Bud Clarks’ Orchestra

Levi Flint’s Band

Auspices Rockland Lodge of Elks

Adults Tickets, established price 50c, tax 5c; total 55e
. A

-
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Because of world war conditions—pri
marily the critical shortage of news print
—The Courier-Gazette is faced with two al
NECESSARY ternatives. One is to reduce the size of the
paper, at the same time increasing the
price; the other is to revert to the former custom of pub
lishing two issues a week, retaining the same subscription
price, but increasing the retail price one cent. The local ad
vertising rate is to be maintained at 50 cents an inch.
10 cents per line and there will be charge for cards of thanks,
“In Memoriam.’’ classified advertisements and reading notices.
Believing the people will be satisfied with the cld arrange
ment of two issues a week, for the duration of the war. we
have come to that conclusion, and comanencing Friday, April
3. The Courier-Gazette will be published Tuesdays and Fri
days, carrying more news if but slightly tardier. This step
Is taken with much regret, but throughout the country the
necessity for reduction of service Is forced upon all news
papers. and many of the metropolitan journals are appearing
in skeletonized form.
As to the necessity for the limited cost increases above
mentioned, one does not have to be told. The members of
the newspaper fraternity are enjoying none of thp salary in
creases which is found in so many other vocations, but paymore for practically every item of purchase they make.
Tlianks to Justice Nathaniel TompCUTTING
kins of the Superior Court we have been
THE COST OF provided with a copy of the annual report
THE POOR issued by his home town of Houlton, “the
shire town of Aroostook County.” Justice
Tompkins directs our attention to a page containing parallel
figures on “town poor expenditures" covering the pei iod from
1925 to 1941. and having special reference to poor off tiie
farm. When Houlton went under the town manager form of
government it was costing the Aroastook town $60,000 to care
for the poor outside of the town farm. Next year it dropped
to a Uttle less than one-quarter of that sum, and in 1940 to
a trifle above one-sixth of it. The latest town report—third
to be issued under Council-Manager government—shows that
the cost of the welfare department was about $7000 The
Houlton town farm, by the way, has only seven inmates. The
tremendous drop in the cost of maintaining the poor depart
ment is undoubtedly due to the wisdom exercised by the town
manager, although it is of course evident that changing
industrial conditions have set to work among scores of men
who were previously “calling upon the town." Such has cer
tainly been the case with Rockland, which now occupies a
much more enviable position in the sun because so many men
are now being employed, and because of the capable and per
sistent efforts of Overseer Joshua N Southard.

The decision of former Governor Louis
Brann to step across the border of the
Second Congressional District and seek the
Representative nomination in the First
District. This decision was reached, he de
clares, through a “general demand" that he run, but there
appears to be some interesting repercussions, first of which
is the announcement of another Democrat c candidate. Ray
Stetson of Portland, that he will remain in the fight, and
quoting many First District voters as expressing opposition
to the encroachment on their rights. Wirch, of course, was to
be expected. Mr. Brann doubtless retains a considerable por
tion of his old-time politiccal strength and popularity. He
will probably get the First District nomination on a platter,
but it remains to be seen whether the voters will accept an
’•Interloper," as Mr. Stetson declares him to be, or whether
the leaders will forget their animosity to Representative
Oliver’s independent views and re-elect him.
BRANN
TO RUN
AGAIN

J

It is encouraging to learn that the Army
has officially done with defense and gone to
“A
war; and it seems about timle for the Ameri
CRAVEN
EUPHEMISM’ can public to do the same. ..Under an order
from General Somervell, commander of the
newly consolidated Service of Supply, the Army Will know no
more “defense” plants, or “defense" contracts, or “defense”
work of any kind; they will be “war'’ plants and “war" con
tracts from now on. "Defense” was never a happy word. It
was a craven euphemism, springing from the traditional
American conviction of the immorality of war and nurtured
on the guilt complexes of the post-World War years, when
civilized peoples could not bring themselves to believe that
they would ever fight again. It was a Maginot line of lan
guage, and the fact that the word "defense” got so deeply in
grained in the American consciousness in connection with
everything having to do with war is probably not the least of
the reasons why war caught us, in the end. unprepared and
on the defensive.—Herald Tribune.

A little pamphlet entitled “America
DO WE
Needs Earl Browder" is being widely circuWANT
lated throughout the city. We do not hapBROWDER? pen to know the author, A. B. Magil, but the
whole world knows the unsavory reputation
of Earl Browder. We have no liking for the dissemination of
this kind ol literature when the city is priding itself upon its
civil defense plans, and we canont help wondering if here is
not a highly important chance for some of our defense com

Tiie resignation of Chief of Police
A GOOD
Arthur D. Fish, with the election of his
MAN
successor, brings to its termination a public
STEPS DOWN career of 20 years in various offices—a career
which has never been afforded the slightest
opportunity for questioning the honesty of his motives or acts.
Mr Fish has had some unpleasant duties to perform, and like
all other public officials may have occasionally offended some
other citizen, but he has done his duty as he saw it, and has
displayed a personality which has won him many friends.
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United States submarines, making Japanese waters their hunting grounds, have
sunk three more of the enemy’s merchant
ships, attacked and “probably sunk" a com
batant ship and damaged two freighters,

the Navy reported last night.
In the face of heavy losses inflicted by powerful Allied

COLLATERAL LOANS

me.

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

counter-action that had damaged or destroyed nearly 50
enemy planes in four days, the Japanese command hurled its
bomber squadrons yesterday at the whole of the northern
Australian defense periphery and Allied pilots replied with
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mittees to do a little investigating.

8.00 to 12.00 P. M.
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Arthur D. Fish, Resigning, Is Replaced By Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies three Lawrence Phelps, After Alleged Beating Of
oecte.
L. K. Mansfield—Nelson Confirmed
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Three Women, Comes To Grief In
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 Tiie Free Press
Southend Residence
was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed its name to tiie Tribune.
Tin nearly tliree months' long
The resignation of Arthur D.

name of Laurence K. Mansfield to
be Chief of Police, and it wa.s ap

Istomers, electric revenue I
|i».981 more than 1940. and
5743.919 was from the sale
the report added,
eport showed that 98 per-
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Iar-ranging attacks upon enemy bases above the mainland.
Gen. MacArthur says he will tell the public the facts

about

present conditions in the South Pacific.

(By The Roving Reporter;
A million and one-quarter miles have heard elderly folks make hat
of
telephone and telegraph wires years ago it waws customary to use
—By Staff Photographer.
Patrolmen Edward C. Ingraham, left, and Roland Sukeforth, right, are are used in the operation of this molasses for that purpose. To give
shown in the police station with Lawrence Phelps, center, as they ques nation’s railroads. And it is fair to point to the fact is the old story of
tioned him Sunday regarding his alleged crimes of Saturday night.
assume that all of the lines are the woman who was entertaining her
Upon the arrival of the police “busy.”
Lawrence Phelps, 18, pleaded
pastor at tea. As she poured a gen
erous amount of molasses into his
guilty to three counts of assault patrol. Miri. Horsley wa.s able to
My “apple tree” picture continues cup. tiie goud man remonstrat'd.
and attempted rape on the person give a description of her assailant
to
be a bone of contention despite j "Enough! Enough!” Continuing to
which
tallied
with
that
given
by
of three Rockland women Saturday
my
frank acknowledgment of tiie pour it in, the woman replied, “If
Miss
Guptill.
William
T.
Flint,
who
night, and the illegal entry into
con.
Writing frem Salem, Mass..; it were all molasses it wouldn’t ba
operates
a
grocery
store
close
by,
the home of Nathan Witham on
Joe
Whiteside
says;
any too goed for you!”
and
who
was
one
of
the
first
to
Suffolk street, in Municipal Court
“
I
’
m
an
awful
dub
when
it
comes
the
scene,
had
recognized
the
at

yesterday morning.
Recorder Frank Harding found tacker a.s Phelps and informed to treeelogy, but even if I did not “Greetings from sunny St. Pete,”
remember that beautiful color shot unite Margaret and Percy Demmons
probable cause and ordered him tiie police.
of
Autumn foliage that Blackington who are there enjoying the trcpicai
The
police
then
started
a
search
held in $1,060 bail on each of the
showed
in his lecture this year, I'd lays of Old Sol. Reversing their
of
the
area
and
Phelps'
known
four counts. He was remanded to
know
the
difference between an card I behold a wonderful colored
the county jail to await action of haunts. Officer R»y Foley of the
apple
and
a
maple tree.” Rev. Van picture of a royal poinciana tree.
the Grand Jury at the May term State Police, who happened along
Deman
of
Friendship
refuses to ac It makes me think that Florida
an instant after the second at
of Superior Court.
knowledge
the
alleged
apple tree as might be quite a place after all.
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur tack, joined Lfie search, taking
a
maple.
He
says:
“
Mr.
Blacking- I shall have to ask KJS.F.
gess prosecuted the cases for the Patrolmen Sukeforth of the City
ton
’
s
picture
is
a
splenlid
reproduc

Police with him in the State patrol
State.
In preparing copy for this news*
Phelps, is a son of John Phelps car. The police patrol was manned tion of a perfect photograph of a paper please don’t abbreviate the
who is serving a life term at the by Patrolman Harold Philbrook flowering Catalpa—probably transplanted from the Mid-West or from j months March and April. But on
Thomaston State Prison for the and a civilian aide. The search
Europe or England. Few places in ’^e other hand be sure to abcontinued
for
nearly
one
and
one
murder of his stepdaughter, Paul
the East can boast one which over- breviate the leng-name months.
half
hours
with
each
unit
report

ine. Young, on Halloween eve of
tops our New England elms."
~°ing
back
to
the
police
station
»o
1940.
o
They tell the story of a ThomDeputy
Marshal
Almon
P.
Rich

The courtroom was cleared of a
It doesn't seem as though we aston man who tried hard to Induce
large audience by Recorder Hard ardson, at intervals.
would have to forego cur favorite ^is wife to quit the menagerie tent,
Both units repeated in at 11.30
ing before the trial opened, only
beverage, coffee, for tiie Depart- But &he stayed on, apparently very
witness, the principals and mem p. in. and Iiad not had time to ment of Commerce tells us that the hiucli fascinated. “We’ll be late to
bers of the press being allowed to leave their cars when an emer Sao Paulo, Brazil, crop, will be,,he <'i>cus performance,” said the
gency call came in that the police
remain.
somewhat in excess of seven million ,nan- “I knew," replied his wife but
The first attack was upon Miss | were wanted at the home of Na- bags this year, or twice that of last 1111 80 much interested in these
Jennie Guptill, an employe of the than Witham at once. Deputy season. Wonder how that compares animals; they seem almost human.”
Senter-Crane Company, who was Richardson dispatched both units, with the record when Harold Karl' Human!” said the man; “They’re no
on her way home from work at
persons, to the home on was residing there.
more human than I am.”
about 9.45 p. m. Saturday. Accord- an emer8ency call. In less than
ing to Miss Guptill, Phelps had three minutes, both vehicles with
Writes the Union correspondent,
If you want more signs of Spring
pasted her as- she walked up Park their crews were at the home and here they are; pussies cn the wil- Mrs. Bertha A. Bryant: “We feel
street to the junction of Walnut, learned that their search for lows, the skunk cabbages poking quite encouraged as the robins, blue
where her bungalow is located. She Phelps had ended when they found their blades up down by the brock birds, crews, grackles and several
.crossed Park street to enter Wal him unconscious at the head of more and more birds, bigger flocks, other birds have arrived. The tulips
nut when she heard someone run the stairs on the second floor of of crows, swelling buds on the are peeking through tiie ground and
ning behind her and was thrown the house.
maples, and—Josh Dow has bar- seed catalogues are coming by the
Evidence at the Witham home bered off his whiskers.—Deer Isle score.”
to the ground forcibly. Phelps
then proceeded to manhandle her showed; that Phelps had entered Messenger.
Mr.s. Rebecca Ingraham, whose
and brat her about the head and the house by a side door which
body. She resisted the attack and had been left open tor a daughter
family
was so actively affiliated
With the income tax re'urns filed
who
was
cut
for
the
evening.
by an Ohio man tins week was a with the Knox & Lincoln and
was saved from further injury by
According to Gloria Witham, 16, tuft of hair. “Along with my check, Maine Central Railroads tells me
the appearance of neighbors who
had been attracted by her screams. a Sophomore at Rockland High please find a bit of hair I tore cut that it was subsequent to 1883 when
When Gregory Wynne got to School and member of the girls’ while figuring my intunc tax," the “Payson Tucker time” was adopted
the scene of the attack, which i basketball team, she had retired taxpayer wrote. But those who have by the railroads. She 1s not certain
was at the corner of his lawn and * an<^ was reading in bed when she made out income tax returns in for just when it was.
Walnut street. Phelps fled up Park heard someone moving about the mer years may not have had any
One year ago: Grand High Priest
house and finally come up the hair left for that purpose.
street toward Broad street.
J. E Stevens was ln Montreal at
Miss Guptill was taken to the stairs. Thinking that it was her
From Needham. Mass., bearing tending the annual convocation of
Wynne home and the police and a sister, she paid no attention, but
the
signature of Aubigne L. Pack Royal Arch Masons—Harry H.
did
become
concerned
when
the
doctor summoned. She was found
ard,
comes this note: “Your recent Brcwn, 51, died at his heme in this
person
paused
for
some
time
before
to be suffering from severe bruises
item
about somebody somewhere city — Charlotte Goodrick was
her
closed
door.
Wondering
what
and had sustained a terrible beat
sweetening
tea with raisins recalls awarded the valedictory at Stoning
could
be
the
reason
fcr
the
unusual
ing which was so bad that she was
to
my
mind
the statement that I ton High School.
action
of
what
she
supposed
to
be
unable to appear in court yester
her
sister,
she
opened
the
door.
day, being under the care of a
That instant Phelps jumped for
and • Jefferson Granges.
Capt.
physician.
Ralph Poilard was the guest speaker.
Patrolmen Sukeforth and Phil her. She attempted to kick him
brook answered the call and im away and in doing so fell Co the
Seven Tree Grange of Union will
mediately started a search for the floor. He then attacked her. She
News Items from all of the Pa
screamed,
and
attracted
the
at

work
the third and fourth degrees
prowler, who was then unknown.
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
tention
of
her
mother
who
imme

Wednesday
on candidates.
here.
Almost immediately the second
________
I
• • • •
diately
came
to
the
room
and
in
call came from the junction of
turn
called
her
husband
who
at

Neighbors’ Night was observed
Grand View Grange of NorthPark and Broad streets where Mrs.
Dorothy B. Horsley, 35. of Thom tacked the invader and in a short Monday at Meenahga Grange of port will meet Thursday at its hail
aston had been attacked by sup fist fight rendered him uncon Waldoboro. Guests were present at Birchcrest. Supper will toe
scious.
from Maple, Nobleboro, Progressive served at 6 30; meeting called at
posedly the same person.
Wiien the police arrived. Phelps ______________________________ 8. The first and second degrees
Mrs. Horsley stated that she had
will be conferred on three candi
walked down Park street from her was lying unconscious at the top
dates by the new degree teams.
parent’s home on Broadway, hav of the stairs where Mr. Witham
ing left at 9.50 on her way to the had dragged him after overcom
corner to take the bus for her ing him in the girl's bedroom.
Finai details are arranged for tiie
WEDNESDAY. MAR. 25
Police removed the still uncon
home in Thomaston. When at a
Liens’ zone meeting to be held at
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
point below the O'Brien store, she scious Phelps to the police station
the Thorndike Hotel tonight. It is
Baked Beans
saw a man standing on the side in the patrol wagon and attempted
a ladies’ night, and supper will be
American Chop Suey
walk. apparently waiting for the to revive him. Their efforts were
served at 6.30. The guest speaker
Salad
bus to arrive. She passed him and without result for over 15 minutes.
will be Captain Ralph J. Pollard,
Hot Biscuits
was close to the corner of Broad Dr. H. J. Weisman was called and
US
A. (inactive list) of Waldoboro.
Cake
Pie
Coffee
street when she heard footsteps in turn required 15 minutes to re
Four clubs will be represented.
Price 35 Cents
behind her and an instant later vive Phelps who again lapsed in
Auspices Thomaston Motor Corps
was thrown to the ground and a to unconsciousness. Once the doc
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
body fell across her back. The per tor had determined that he was
son then proceeded to place his not in need of medical aid, he was
It I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to reed soma
hand over her mouth and attemp locked up and held without bail
poetry and listen to some music sl
least once a week. Tbe loea of these
ted to choke her. later beating her. for fhe trial yesterday.
t antes ls a lose of happiness.—Charles
Phelps has a previous criminal
Her cries attracted nearby house
Darwin
holders who ran to the scene and record with the local police and
CONQUERED
AS THROUGH THE LAND
frightened the prowler. Before has served time for minor crimes,
New Chiropractic method, as As through the land at eve we went.
they could reach him, he picked never one before reaching the
And pluck’d the ripened ears.
sisted by a new type of Colonic We fell out. my wife and I,
her up and started to run in a gravity of the four with which he
O we fell out, I know not why.
Irrigation, drains pus and inflaAnd klsb’d again with tears.
northerly direction on Broad is now charged.
And blessings on the falling out
mation from an infected appen
street with her. After having
That all the mere endears.
When we faU out with those we love
The Spanish War Camp and
traveled a short distance he fell
dix.
And kls» again with tears!
For when we came where lies our child
and last* his hold on her. Pursuit Auxiliary W.US.V. will hold a supWe lost tn other years.
Donald E. Haskell, D. C.
was then so close that he left his per and meeting Wednesday night
There above the little grave,
39 UNION STn
ROCKLAND O
there above the little grave.
victim and ran between the build- at 6 o'clock with the men in charge
We kiss’d again with tears.
36* lt
ings and escaped.
of the supper. Take beano prizee.
—Alfred Teanysoa
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A CARIBBEAN CRUISE

He said unto me, My grace is
sufficient for thee.—11 Cor. 12:9.

(By K. 8. F.)

Again Ready For Competi
tion By Students Of
Three Counties

land. it has been won by Kent
Glover of Rookland High School in
1940 and toy Tom McKay of Cam
den High School in 1941.
This year it is looked upon with
interest as other High Schools have 1
developed both g rls and boys skiers
of remarkable skill.
The race is held each year on the
Megunticook Trail of a mile and
one-eighth in Camden Hills Park.
This trail is expertly laid out with

'flu, Hmm

turns of 00 feet in widths to ellmi- j
nate possible upsets. It is the one
race that gives the winning school
the honor of having the best skier
as the winner must know and be1
able to execute all turns and skids
known to the sport. This Down
Hill race is run on elapsed time
from start to finish, where every
second counts. Usually the contest
ants leave the top at intervals of j
one minute and often p ass the one

Harry Berry’s newest revue
"The Sunkist Vanities of 1942“ will
appear today only as a stage attrac
tion at Park Theatre. On the screen
is the current feature “Night Be
fore the Divorce” with Lynn BariMexico is inducing mining com Joseph Alien Jr. There will be three
panies to improve health conditions shows with no advance in prices
Remember every Friday night is
i nmines.
Country Store. All kinds of gift,
given away
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

ahead,
The snow condition on the Me
gunticook Trail is always good in
H^arch as it is on the northeast
slope and has remained as late as
the second week in May.

canu, the Wa/ws said,
T&tMofimotiu

St. Vincent, British West Indies

! him selling it for 14 cents instea
iby Lafay Carter*
of 13 cents.”
Eighth Installment
The crew cf cur ship said the
Cairi. Meaning “the land of
didn't know when we w:uld leave
the humming bird," was the Indian Bad news had come on the air, and
name of Trinidad, but when Co dangers lurked in the waters. The
lumbus discovered it in 1493. he saw next morning I was awakened by
three peaks cf mountains, and called the engine and went cn deck.
it La Trinidad, for the Trinity. One
The engines started full speec
tribe of Indians was peaceful, Dut ahead, the ship turned her bow, anr'
not so with the Caribs. Some cf like the “Whippet," seemed to catcl
these can still be found some tell of a glimpse of the great White North
little villages where the people are land. The Islands passed from
Spanish and speak the Spanish sight and I wa.s bound—Home,
language.
thanked God fcr His pretty Carib
In 19C3 the people were put on a j bean Sea and asked Him to guide us
water allowance, which the natives j safely heme. “Great and glorious
did net approve, and soon there was i are Thy works Lcrd, God. In wis
unrest and disputes, until at last dom hast Thou created them all.
they were thoroughly aroused and
(The End)
began a riot by setting the city on
fire, burning even the Government
building, and for a while it was ter
Community Bowlers
rible. Now there is a shortage of
water at times, but as long as there
The round robin roll off in both
is an equal supply every one is sat
the American and National leagues
isfied.
There are a few old buildings cf starts next week.
Spanish workmanship.
The American league will see
The ship I would take the pass
Snow's,
Kiwanis, Post Office, Elks
age on was due in two days, if I
w^hed to see the fort it would be and Rice stand in that order. The
the next day, so when the sun rose Rice outfit has a chance to un
it found me on my way. I found an seat the Elks from the fourth posi
ancient fort in ruins, with the name tion in a postponed match this
Charon. The remains of it meas
ured about 46x30 feet. The walls coming Friday night, but has get
to take them by five points to
were eight feet thi<;k. Evidently it
had been like our block houses but make the grade.
The National League finds the
had been neglected and fallen apart.
The Orient Alleys
firechiefs as top dogs, trailed by
Chaccn was the last Spanish gover
the Water Company, Gulf and the
Indians — Hall 493, Vinal 444. nor of Trinidad.
Stone 477, Robbins 463, McFarland
Lime
Company.
After measuring the fort I looked
The
first four * earns of each
450. total 2327.
dewn on the eity at the foot of the
Dodgers — Cook 389, O’Connell mountains with the sea in front. How league will roll cfl to decide the
486. Smalley 471, Hastings 465, beautiful it looked. A man told me team which will meet the winner
Stetson 470. total 2271.
to go back, pass the big cathedral of the opposite league roll off for
Lynch 945. Shields 993. total 1938. and look for a larger fort. Imagine the city championship.
Anderson 1007, Elliott 1001, total my surprise when I saw a round,
The Lime Company team was a
newcomer
to the bowling leagues
2008
buff-colored structure overlocking
this
year
and has dene a good
the eity. After walking through
De vc got Axis to grind. Buy tall ferns, I entered it. This fort job of pulling up for the roll off
Defense Bonds and Stamps.
was 21 paces in diameter, the walls with the other league teams.
Handicaps go by the board when
four feet thick, built of rock and
the
Round Rcbin roll off starts
what looked like concrete, although
and
the
Post Office shculd be roll
it may have been asphalt frcm the
ing along like old man river. Of
lake. Thirty portholes in the lower
course, the Shipbuilders could
rew about 20 in the second and at
different places larger ones were throw a log across the stream and
made. It looked to be about 50 feet slow them down considerable.
The National League is a toss
high. I stood on it and looked over
up
with several good outfits after
on Venezuela, down towards the
lowland where the pitch lake and oil the Firechiefs hides for fair. Who
wells are, then across the bay and knows, that Indian may get scalped
last pin falls.
imagined I was back in the days oi himself, before*the
• • • •
the discoverers, Columbus, Magel
Fred Gatcomb's scrappy ship
lan, Marquette and Sir Francis builders from Snow Shipyards
' t I \ \ \ \\\VvX
Drake.
emerged from last night’s match
On the hill there were monkeys, with the Rice outfit as champions
parrots, and small snakes which of the American League at the
The humble dinner
were very playful. There was an Community Building, winning by
abundance of flowers, banana,
a 4-1 score.
pail is now a badge
orange, breadfruit, grapefruit, manThe much postponed match diew
gees, Christophene and plaintain a large audience that, saw plenty
trees.
of honor
cf excitement, and good bowling
I went to Columbus Square where U repay them for their attendance.
T saw the pretty statue of Colum
Cole relied high for Snow s with
We like 5 o'clock these days bus, with a sword under his right
when the workers with their din
Cargill doing a like job for Rice
arm and pointing to his beautiful
ner pails start pouring in.
The fighting Shipbuilders, Snaws
islands with his left hand. I stood —Cole 290. Crockett 273, Phillips
Makes us feel that we’re really beside a building the Vasco De Gam 281. McKinney 277, Gatcombe 288,
doing Uncle Sam a service as we ma. A short distance frcm there
wait on these soldiers of produc was the Ferdinand, Those names total 1409.
Rice—Howard 268. R. Richard
tion for the work clothing they made my mind go back to the old
need.
son 272, D. Goss 271. Cargill 284.
history lessons at the Tenant’s Har
Walker. 255, total 1350.
bor
High School when we built these
Never mind the grime on your
beautiful fairy castles for our fu
hands, men ... to us it's pure
Venezuela is on the trail cf gasogold.
ture.
linerstations selling gasoline nroxed
A last lock at the markets to see
with
gercsene. the mixture being in
Come to the store that regards the cocoanut carts, the strange peo
jurious
to motors and he procedure
you with the dinner pail and you ple and their strange customs. In
depriving
the Government of cer
with a machine gun as buddies.
the stores can be found tlie prettiest
tain
taxes.
silks and suitings imported from
WORK TROUSERS
different parts of the world, canned
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
goods from America, ice cream at a
$2.00 to $6.00
Wondersl
penny a ocne. candy at all prices
LEE WORK SHIRTS
Shoes were $6.50 to $10 but there
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
$1.25 to $3.00
isn't much of a sole on these, for Thr Assessors of the Town of Owl's
Head. Ma'ne hereby give notlye to
the colored people go barefoot and j all
persons liable to taxation In said
LEATHER JACKETS
their shoes last a long time. I bought ’ Town, that, they will be in fp'sk/n at
Ha'i In said Town, n the First
$7.95 to $15.00
a few articles at the store and when , Town
Div of April, at 1 00 to 4.00 P. M. for
purpose of receiving lists of the
on board the ship found I had been the
WOOL SHIRTS
pells and estate*; taxable in said town
cheated. The police don’t allow it1 All such per-ons are hereby notified
$2.00 to $5.00
to make and brim- to said Assessors
but they don't catch them all. One i true
and perfect lists of their polls
store had the name ‘ Sly Mongoose", and all their estates, real and per
LEE OVERALLS
sonal. net by law exempt from taxaso I didn't go in there. One gets tlon. which they were possessed cf.
$2.00
which thev held as guardian, ex
i arrested very easily in “Port of or
ecutor.
administrator.
trustee
or
LEE DUNGAREES
Spain” as you can see by these clip otherwise on the first day of April.
1942. and be prepared to make oath
$1.75
pings cut from the “Guardian" Jan. to the truth cf the same.
When estates of persons deceased
31, 1942
have been divided during the past
LEE UNIONALLS
“While waiting for his supply of year, or have changed hands from any
cause, the executor, administrator, or
$3.50
yesterday’s Guardian, Fooram, a other persona in tere ted . are hereby
We also have
to give notice of such change
newsboy, fell asleep in a motor car. warned
and ln default of such notice will be
He was convicted for sleeping in the held under the law to pay the tax
DUNGAREES at $1.25
assessed although such estate has been
car without permission and was wholly
distributed and paid over.
Any person who neglects to comply
OVERALLS $1.50
ordered to sign a bond in the sum
with this notice wUl be DOOMED to
of $26 to come up for sentence if a tax according to the laws of the
State, and be barred of the right to
called upon'within one year.”
make application to the Assessors or
‘‘James Mintip, another Chinese County Commissioners for any abate
ment of his taxes, unless he offers
proprietor, sold a tin of salmon one such
lists with his application and
TEL. 894
them that he was unable to
cent above schedule price and was satisfies
offer lt at the time hereby appointed.
414 MAIN 8T, BOCKLAND. MB. ordered to pay a fine of $15.”
Eino J. Anderson. J. Dana Knowlton.
John Onmett. Assessors
Date Posted
‘•Police Constable Charles caught March
23, 1942J
36-38

GREGORY’S

Ski Gull Trophy

The beautiful gold trophy is again
ready for the schools of Knox, Lin
coln and Waldo Counties. Known
as the “Ski Gull Trophy” and pre
sented by the Ski Gull Club of Rock

Book Review
Seven Tempest*
A novel by
Vaughan Wilkins, author of “And
So-Victoria.”
Published by the
Macmillan Company, New York.
Por keen and desired romance,
one will find it here with all the
best traditions. Back one goes into
the reign cf Queen Victoria's earli
est and most difficult years, full of
plots and exciting intrigue.
Days of harsh and vigorous events
that move with every degree of ad
venture known to life of any period
We skip about frcm country to
country and from country-homes to
palaces, opening one’s mind again to
that historical period which has al
ways fascinated the reader’s at
tention. The plots and inter-mar
riage and glove-less existence that
gives to a story color and entertain
ing significance. Vaughan Wilkins
is never stupid with long detail,
but fresh and interestingly convinc
ing in hts plots.
Wilkins' characters are lusty and
grip the mind as living heroes, some
with cruel conspiracy in action. This
yam is so brimful of originality and
blended heartthrobbing naturalness
that it will live as real history.
The sympathy of the reader is
alive with interest from the start
“Seven,” the hero, with a black eye
from a fight. “ But I won" he re
lated to the man he was to know
for the first time, as his sole bene
factor. You will not wish to drop
this story until it is ended. And
there is Princess Anne Louise of
Saxecoburg who plays a part to
cherish
I predict this novel will live in
favor as one of the best of the year,
with all its glamour and spirit of
romance that may be lost in this
world gone war mad in this year of
1942. Well bound and printed as all
Macmillan books are.

Pverv-Other-Day
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— ALICE IN WONDERLAND
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F the carpenter and his talkative pal were in the railroad

I

business today, they could still talk about “ships and shoes
and sealing wax and cabbages and Kings.” They could also
talk about troops and tanks and wear-worn tires and stream
lined trains and seats.
In the years B. P. H. (before Pearl Harbor) if anyone suggest
ed a railroad—much less YOUR railroad — would want to talk
about even attempting to dictate your travel habits, instead
of welcoming you (almost with a band) on any train on

which you choose to ride, we’d have replied the guy was
“balmy.”
In those days (remember — ???) automobile salesmen were
as numerous as the flowers in the Spring (tra la) and even
the mail-order people would send you 2 or 20 tires on tick.
We announce- with more than regret— that effective April 1
we’ve got to change the service on one trip between Boston,
Portland, Winthrop, Waterville and Bangor on the stream
lined “Flying Yankee.” War’s responsible.

HERE ARE THE FACTS
TRAVEL

SO

Lots of you have been asking us,
“What about train service this sum
mer—will there be enough to go
around? Can I count on traveling
when I please by train, now that my
tires are worn?”
Our frank answer is—we don’t
know. What we tell you today might
change as early as tomorrow. It’s

going to be about that way until the war ends.
All available equipment and hauling power must be con
centrated on present schedules and the extra movements re
quired by war. Then there is the necessity of keeping main
lines open for greatly increased freight business and nulli
fying Hitler’s efforts to disrupt our normal flow of fuel and sup
plies into Northern New England. This makes it imperative
that no new passenger schedules be added in these war-time
days.

HERE’S THE LINE-UP AS TO HOW EXISTING TRAINS

AND EQUIPMENT MUST BE USED, ON OUR SYSTEM

Commencing April 1

and continuing for 11 weeks

until June

_ _____
•_ of *1
_ ..Jfl
19th, al
the
noona trip
the
“Flying Yankee” will run express from Boston
to Lewiston. It will not stop at Portland.

This means, of course, that during that same period the streamlined

1st Military

movements, troops, etc. (They’re

train will not provide the present service leaving Portland at 1:55 p. m.

for Lewiston, Winthrop, Waterville, Newport Jet., Northern Maine Jet.,

your hoys and ours and we intend to ride

them in the best there is.)
2nd

and Bangor.

(!)

Passengers from Portland to Lewiston
will have to leave Portland at 12:07 p. m.

Passengers for points east can leave Port
iand at 12:05 p. m. on the “Kennebec

Home-work-home movements of workers

Limited” for Brunswick, Augusta, Water

in defense war plants, (Tires or no tires

ville, Newport Jet., and Bangor.

these folks have just got to get to work,)

(and we just can’t stretch it.) Since tire

The “Flying Yankee” has but 130 seats
and gasoline saving, anywhere from

150

to 200 passengers have attempted, some
days, to travel on the noon trip from Bos

Necessary long-distance business travel.

ton. We have been selling from 30 to 50

Pleasure and vacation travel. (Don't get
too down-hearted, we plan to run the

seats from Boston to Portland. This has excluded many who wanted to
go to Lewiston, Winthrop (and thence to Augusta), Waterville, and
Bangor. For those left behind it has meant a wait of nearly 5 hours before

they could get another train and, in the case of passengers bound for

"East Wind” this sumnxer and also plan

to run most of the usual week-end Pull
man service from New York as well as

the "Bar Harbor” Express.)

Aroostook County points a wait of

Marc*1 26-27
Waldoboro
American Carnival by Hit;h Sclio
March 27 — Martinsville
Min
chow at Ocean View Grange hall
March 27—Warren Comedy
_.aV
for
Grade.”
auspices Ba;
Ldles Auxiliary at Town hall

March 27 —Lincolnville
I)rm c
caucus at residence of Allen M k
l°March 29-Palm Sunday
March 30 Thomaston Town
ini?.
March 30—Annual roll call of K
Lodge. I.OOF.
March 30 — Impersonations f
nicKens’ "David Oopperfleld" by p
me Graham Talbot at Univei
'March 30 —Washington
Soph n
class play. “Doil't Darken Mv D<

April 1-2 — Republican Stale (
yentlon

meets ln

Portland.

April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

April 10—Democratic State
tion In Bangor

c<

April 10--Methebesec Club's am
banquet at Hotel Rockland
May 1—Montgomery prize spe,.
contest at Colby College

At the last meeting cf Ander
Camp Auxiliary a rehearsal of
entire ritual took place, and
was given to thte loca 1 Red
I no
It wa.s voted to
past presidents night April
adino in tl
Mrs. Helen Paladino
siding president' s chai r. Mr
?h wa s inv
rie Winchenbaugh
laplain in /
be the guest chapla
guest officers night and ..lie *
sented. A very pleasing pregi
was presented by Mr Pa lad
Red Cross questions an wer*
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore; read;:
“Castor Oil” by Mrs Stella
Rae, ‘Pa and Ma's Monthly B;
by Mrs. Velma Marsh, “Clear,
the Furnace" by Mis. Eliza!.
Vinal, “Feet" by Mjs. Doris A
and Patriotic questions bv
Paladino. Mrs. Winchenbaugh
vited the Auxiliary to her
on South Main street W“dn*v
night to continue the work on
quilt.

W

P

TALK of the towi

hours before they could start for

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F. will ob
roll call March 30. The Gr
Master and other Grand ofli
are expected. The third de
will be worked on a large el
candidates.
It is hejaed nu
older members will attend
needing transportation may <■*
municate with the committe*
B. Lovejoy, A. V. Sawyer, N*
Brown. Supper will be serve.
6.30 in charge of Carl W. Cha
Members
not solicited pi
bring cake.

Hezekiah Crandall was ho
ized for a brief period Sati
when he accidentally cut one
wrists with an axe.
Beano G.A.R. Hall Thin
March 26, 2.15 p. m. -adv
Tlie offices of J F & B F
gess and Dr. David Hodgkins w
closed today ^nd tomorrow’
they are attending the optom*
congress in Boston.—adv.
For dependable radio sei
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844
Main street. Complete Philco
—adv.
Visitors in
can get copies
eette at the
Agency, 603
West.—adv.

Washington, D
of The Courier
Metropolitan
15th street, N'

Tn closing his Getlysbur:
dress, Lincoln called on his
ers to highly resolve “th
nation under God shall t
new birth of freedom an
government of the people,
people and for the people
not perish from the earth
In these days, as in 1 u
time, popular government,
peril. We have need, the
to highly resolve that thi.
under God shall once aga;
Perience a new birth of fn
To that end we exhort our
citizens to draw near unto
in coming weeks, by repair
their several places of wor
ever increasing numbers. R#
is the foundation of de
government.

home, and then they had to ride all night instead of getting home for supper.

By the new arrangement we shall be able to better serve passengers

DANCE

from Boston to all points east of Portland. It will really make little dif

ference to those desiring to travel from Portland for points east, except
that they will have to leave an hour and 50 minutes earlier.

FRIDAY. MARCH
CUSHING GRANGE H

Benefit

Friendship Motor
25c and 35c, tax include

On ALL trips of the “Flying Yankee”, after it returns to service on
April 1, there will be just 130 seats available. We shall not be able, in the
present emergency, to substitute steam-propelled service, with added
capacity, even during peak periods of travel.
The 130 seats will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis at all points.
We urge you to MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS and BUY YOUR
TICKETS at least a day or two before you want to travel to make sure
you can ride on the particular trip you choose.
That’s a good idea on ANY train these days—and ij will be art even
better idea as the summer progresses. Pullman berths and other reserved
accommodations are scarce NOW and they’re going to be scarcer as the
patronage increases for the Government has already requisitioned 1500
Pullman cars to be used in transporting fighting men.

Vb >•

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

"And so ,\'ou see, ” the railroad said,
We’ve got to find a place,

For troops and freight and passengers

NOTICE TO BOATMI
All operators of boats iisii
began harbor are warned t*>
the harbor rules, copies of whi*
be obtained from the town ch
to be guided in docking bv * v
Posted on the front of the ri*
Wharf.
By Authority.
Selectmen. Plantation of Mori
March 13, 1942

It's quite a merry) race. ”
(Apologies to Lewis Carroll)

BURPEE’J
i FUNERAL HOM
Ambulance Sei
m ar 70-1 « W I

wv-Other-Day
•y's newest revue
Vanities of 1942” will
nlv as a stage attracleatre. On the screen
feature "Night Be:e” with Lynn BariT’nere will be three
advance in prices,
ry Friday night is
All kinds of gifts

»

'ERLAND

guy was

men were
and even
tick.

ye April 1
n Boston,
e stream-

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F. will observe
roll call March 30. The Grand
.Master and other Grand officers
are expected. The third degree
will be worked on a large class of
candidates.
It is hop^d many
older members will attend, any
needing trans porta tion may com
municate with the committee: O.
B. Lovejoy, A. V. Sawyer, Nestor
Brown. Supper will be served’ at
6 30 in charge of Carl W. Chaples.
Members
not solicited
please
bring cake.

it be con-

nperative
war-time

Beano G.A.R. Hall Thursday,
March 26, 2.15 p. m.—adv.
lt
Tiie offices of J. F. & B. F. Bur
gess and Dr. David Hodgkins will be
closed today ^nd tomorrow while
they are attending the optometrists'
congress in Boston.—adv.
36-lt
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
Main street. Complete Philco Line,
—adv.
60-tf

:s — until June
ss from Boston
;he streamlined
id at 1:55 p. m.
ern Maine Jet.,
d to Lewiston
at 12:07 p. m.
:an leave Portthe “Kennebec
lugusta, Waterngor.
is but 130 seats
it.) Since tire
here from 150
itempted, some
trip from Bosfrom 30 to 50
who wanted to
Waterville, and
y 5 hours before
igers bound for
y could start for
home for supper,
erve passengers
make little difints east, except
;r.

railroad said,
d a place,

The paving cutters and quarrymen s unions are meeting today
at the Knox Hotel in Thomaston
to determine a bill of prices for
1942. A joint session is being held
this morning and separate sessions
of the two unions will be held
this aftemocn. Albert M. Anderson,
international president of the pav
ing cutter's union and John Lawson. secretary-treasurer of the
quarfymen’s unicn are attending
the sessions in their official ca
pacities.
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ern Co-operative League, an edu
cational organization of consumer
co-operatives, which has been ac
Elks Entertainment Will Ap
In the Name Of the St. tive in credit union orgaization
peal To All—Haskell the
George Federal Credit
along the coast, also took part in
Examinations for automobile op
Magician To Be
Union
the discussion. Refreshments were
erators’ licenses will be held in
Featured
served
after the meeting.
March 26 27 — Waldoboro — PanRockland at the Court House The fourth group within two
Ainerlcan Carnival by High School
Among those present who signed
March 27
Martinsville — Minstrel
weeks to apply for a credit union
March 27.
the application for a federal
Show at Ocean View Orange hall
charter along this part of the credit union charter were the fol
March 27—Warren- Comedy "Gang
way for Gracie.” auspices Baptist
Donald H. Cross of Guilford, coast met in the Port Clyde li
l.adles Auxiliary at Town hall
lowing: Augustus E. Anderson,
who formerly taught mathematics
March 27 —Lincolnville
Democratic
Earle
B. Davis. Howard Monaghan,
caucus at residence of Alien M. Mor
in Rockland High School, has been brary’ last Friday.
ton
The application for the charter Clarence J. Dwyer. Ernest L. Ma
March 2ft—Palm Sunday.
Everett Munsey left yesterday on elected principal of Medway High
March 30 Thomaston—Town meet
School.
a business trip to Boston.
was made out in the name of St. 1 loney. William F. Cook, John W.
ing.
Anderson. Enid L. Monaghan. Cal
The Sons of American Legion
March 30—Annual roll call of Knox
George Federal Credit Union. vin Pease. Eleanor Simmons, MauLodge. I O OF.
Drum
Corps
—
young
patriots,
all
—
1
A.
H.
Calder,
warrant
officer
of'
Inspector
Levi
Flint
of
the
Auto
March 30 — Impersonations from
James M. Gratto. Credit Union rice B. Thompson, Leah H. Davis,
Dickens' "navld Copperfield" by Paul- I will have their annual tag day next
the U.S.C.G. and executive cfficer Registration Bureau is in Portland,
me Graham Talbot at Universalist
Saturday. The beys have made
cf the USS. Kickapco, received his Sanford and Bath this week, holding Representative of the Federal De Forest R. Davis. Walter H. Kes
vestry.
March 30 —Washington— Sophomore much progress under the direction
appointment as Chief Warrant Of- examinations for applicants for op- partment of Agriculture, spoke on ler, Burton W. Clark. Elvie Davis,
class play. "Dort’t Darken My Doors ”
the character of credit union or Alma Heal, Milton Teel. Josephine
April 1-2 — Republican State Con of George Jackson, and have an or
ficer Friday in Portland.
' eratoTs’ licenses.
vention meets ln Portland.
ganization
to an attentive audi- | E. Davis, Forest W. Morris, Edward
ganization
which
is
a
credit
to
the
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
ence. His talk was followed by a ; Davis, Alvah Thompson, Daniel
city.
April 10—Democratic State Conven
few words from Birger Magnuson : Simmons, Harold Cushman, Floyd
tion ln Bangor.
April IO- Methebesec Club's annual
of
Vinalhaven, who has been ac Conant, Walter Anderson, Lillian
The
Circle
supper
at
the
Congre

BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
banquet at Hotel Rockland
tive in the organization of the j
May 1—Montgomery prize speaking gational Church which was to be
contest at Colby College.
Wednesday will be omitted.
Port Clyde group which has met
SPECIAL SALE
weekly for the past two months to
At the last meeting of Anderson
MINSTREL SHOW
The Fire Department was called
discuss the need for a credit union
2000 Rolls of 1942 Wall Papers
Camp Auxiliary a rehearsal of the about 10 o'clock this morning to
in this vicinity.
Featuring the Elk’s entertain
FRIDAY. MARCH 27
entire ritual took place, and $5 the residence of Laura Bonneau ment will be Ernest B. Haskell,
Gus Anderson is president of the
At 8.15 P. M.
10c
to
25c
per
roll
was given to the local Red Cross. at.12 State street where a member Maine’s premier magician-enter
Port Clyde group and Howard
Regularly Priced at 25c to 50c per roll
Ocean View Grange Hall
It was voted to have the annual of the family had upset a kettle of tainer.
Monaghan is its treasurer.
past presidents' night April 1 with fat ou the stove. There was no
Eugene Rackliffe from Spruce
MARTINSVILLE
PAPERS FOR ALL ROOMS
The patriotic entertainment-dance
Mrs. Helen Paladino in the pre- damage.
Head,
president
of
the
group
which
DANCING
BUY NOW AT BIG SAVINGS
to be held Thursday night at Comsiding president’s chair. Mrs. Car
has applied for a charter under the
GEORGES RIVER BOYS’
Managers Meredith Dondis and mun'ty Building benefiting the Elks
rie Winchenbaugh was invited to
name of the Knox Federal Credit
ORCHESTRA
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
Lawrence
Dandeneau of the Park Casualty Hospital and Disaster Re
be the guest chaplain in Augusta
Union, was present at the meet
Admission 35c and 25c
ROCKLAND
662 MAIN STREET
NORTHEND
guest officers night, and ,<he con and Strand Theatres went today to lief promises a capacity attendance.
ing. Mary Arnold, director of the
36-lt
36-37
attend
a
meeting
of
the
executives
The
entertainment
will
be
followed
sented. A very pleasing program
Extension Department of the East
was presented by Mrs. Paladino: of the M. <& P. Theatres at the Cop by continuous dancing until mid
night and every cent will be devoted
Red Cross questions answered by ley-Plaza Hotel in Boston.
to the causes named above.
Mrs. Mary Dinsmore; readings,
Additional
air
raid
wardens
are
Tii is fine program will be pre
'Castor Oil” by Mrs. Stella Mc
badly
needed
in
Ward
3.
Men
or
sented
:
Rae. ‘Pa and Ma’s Monthly Bilks”
women
able
to
serve
in
this
capacity
Star
Spangled Banner, sung by
by Mrs. Velma Marsh, “Cleaning
are
asked
to
report
at
once
to
Wil

the Furnace” by Mrs. Elizabeth
Vinal, “Feet” by Mrs. Doris Ames bur Senter or to Robert Gregory.
and Patriotic questions by Mrs.
Arrivals at the F. J. O'Hara fish
Paladino. Mrs. Winchenbaugh in plant over the week-end were the
vited the Auxiliary to her home Iva M. with the largest catch for
on South Main street Wednesday some time past with 40.000 rednight to continue the work on t'he fishi and mixed groundfish. The
quilt.
Helen Mae landed a catch of 13.000.

Hezekiah Crandall was hospital
ized for a brief period Saturday
when he accidentally cut one of his
wrists with an axe.

ments reing main
ind nulli:1 and sup-
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Visitors ln Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
68*tf

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve “that thLs
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of thp people, by the
people and for the people shall
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln's
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

DANCE
FRIDAY. MARCH 27
CUSHING GRANGE HALL
Benefit Friendship Motor Corps
25c and 35c, tax included
36-37
NOTICE TO BOATMEN
All operators of boats using Monltega»i harbor are warned to abide by
the harbor rules, copies of which may
he obtained from the town clerk, and
to be guided in docking by the rules
posted on the front of the Plantation
Wharf.
Bv Authority.
Selectmen, Plantation of Monhegan
March 13. 1942.
32-43

A Fine Program

Mr. and
daughter

Mrs
Raymond
Patricia Ann.

Upham,

a

MARRIED
Verge-Davis — At Thomaston. March
21. Cant. Enos H. Verge and Mi’s. Ear
line Davis, both of Thomaston.—By
One of the high lights of the
Rev. H. S. Kilborn.
Knight-Korpinen — At
Rockland. grand Elks Casualty Hospital Show
March 21, Edwin Maynard Knight of
Rockland and Sylvia Vellemor Kor- Thursday
night
at
Community
pinen of St. George.—By Rev. C. A.
Building will be the music of Bud
Marstaller.
•
Clark's Orchestra, donating
services to the eausc.

DIED

their

Parker At Newport. March 22. Annie
May. wife of Henry Parker, formerly Mrs. Lydia Storer, accompanied by
of Camden. Fu’neral Thursday at 2
o'clock from Good funeral home. Stafford Congdon at the organ.
Burial ln Mountain cemetery.
Patriotic drill, Rockland High
'Young
At Rockland. March 22.
Mvrtie May Young, aged 64 years. 7 School girls.
months. 11 days. Funeral this after
Song, "The White Cliffs ot Do
noon at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
home. Burial In Achorn cemetcrv.
ver,
” sung by Howard Crockett, ac
Niemi—At Camden. March 23. Matt
Niemi of Cushing, aged 60 vears. 2 companied by Stafford Congdon at
months. 17 days.
Funeral Thursday
the organ.
at 2 o'clock from Finnish Church.
Watts—At South Thomaston. March
The Lime City Boys, Walter Grif
23. Emily J., widow of Edward A.
Watts, aged 92 years. 7 months. 17 fin, Ralph Choate. Ken Wing, Ar
days. Funeral Wednesday at 1.30 from
residence of her son. Charles Watts thur Crockett, Steve Kissel.
Interment at North Parish cemetery.
Military Tap, Misses Ristaino,
Walker—At Warren., - March 22. Miss
Mary Grace Walker, aged 73 years. 6 McCaslin and Skinner.
months. 11 days. Funeral Wednesday
Dancing, Ralph E. Stone and Miss
at 1 30 from Congregational Church.
Burial at Fairview cemetery.
Gloria Studley, accompanied by
Birmingham—At Winterport. March
22. Mary C. Birmingham, formerly of Mrs. Abbie Folland.
Rockland
Funeral Wednesday at 9
Songs, Ernest Munro, accom
o'clock.
Hemenway — At Union, March 22, panied by Clark's Orchestra.
Edna W.. wife of Leroy Hemenwav.
Magician, Ernest R. Haskell, Au
aged 61 years. 5 days. Funeral Wed
nesday at 1 o'clock from residence. gusta.
Interment in Lakeview cemetery
God Bless America, sung by Mrs.
Johnson — At San Pedro. Calif..
March 18. Mrs. Julia E Johnson, for Lydia Storer, accompanied by Staf
merly Mrs. Julia E lane of Glen
Cove, aged 78 years.
ford Congdon at the organ.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Thelma and
little "Bobble'' who left us March 23
and March 25. 1939
Three long years ago vou left us.
How oft we mLss your loving face.
But you left us to remember
None on earth can take your place.
A happy home we once enloyed.
How sweet the memory still
But death has left a lonesomeness
The world can never fill.

Sadly missed by father, mother, sis
ter and brother.
*
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all those who con
tributed toward the gifts and money
sent me, both of which have been
greatly appreciated.
Pvt. Avard Robinson

Camp lee, Va.
CARD OF THANKS
1 wish to express my deep apprecia
tion and sincere thanks to all my
friends who so kindly remembered
me during my Illness, especially the
employes of Snow's Shipyard, whose
thoughtfulness will always be remem
bered by me.
Loring OrlT
Thomaston

BINGO!
TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away—Dinner,
52—1 each; and Three Extra Prizes
36‘lt[

Continuous dancing from 9.45 un
til midnight.

Walter Dodge , proprietor of
Dodge’s Tiny Tavern at Maverick
Square, is a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital His condition Ls consid
ered serious.

Symbolizes America’s All-Out Battle (or Existence and Civilization.
This Newspaper, like every man and woman in the Nation, is sharply

affected by the stern necessities coincident with the war. Hence—

Ralph E. Nutt has resumed ac
tivities at his shoe store following
a hard tussle with t'he grippe.

“FOR THE DURATION”

Muffs were carried by both men
and women in the 17th century in
England.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE will be printed TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS

DANCE
WATTS HALL. THOMASTON
FRIDAY. MARCH 27

at 10 A. M., effective April 1,1942, a step made mandatory by war con

New and Old Dances
DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
Dance 40c
Balcony 25c.
Benefit Motor Corps

ditions and patriotic necessity.

36*37

PROMPT
RADIO SERVICE

maintained and in some ways an even better newspaper can be pro

The present subscription rate of $3.00 will bc retained, with store and carrier sales

CALL 590-W
CENTRAL SHELL

at 4 cents per copy. Sharply increased costs in every department compel the placing of

STATION

the advertising rate at 50 cents per inch.

ing advertisements will cost 10 cents per line; Classified Ads will remain at the estab
lished rate.

Ambulance Service

ARTHRITIS

FUNERAL HOME #

• ••

JUnbolance Serrioe ?

RUSSELL

Rheumatism. Neuritis. Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Sinus Infections
Successfully treated by
Natural Methods

• CLAREMONT IT, TEL.
BOCKLAND, MK.

IO

Cards of Thanks, in Mcmoriams, and read

ROCKLAND

36*lt

FUNERAL HOME

The same complete coverage will be

duced.

W.H. EMERY

race. ”

j

THE VICTORY EAGLE
*

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

CHIROPRACTOR
79 PARK ST.. ROCK I AND. ME.
PHONE 1163
23T&S39

An increase in charges for all products of the job printing department will

be made commensurate with increased costs.

N. B.

Davis, Alfred Morin, Clayton J.
Pease, Stella Anderson

A Charter Asked

BORN

34 UNION ST.,

BURPEE’S

At the dance Thursday at Com
munity Building, vccals will be sung
by Harrison Dow and Ernest
Munro.

Cummines—At Rockland. March 21.
to Mr. and Mrs. William E Cummings,
a daughter—Carole Ann.
Small — At Castine Hospital. March
12, to Mr. and Mrs. James email of
Stonington, a son Leroy Lewis.
Fogg—At Camdc'n Community Hos- I
pital. March 21. to Mr. and, Mrs. Or
man Fogg of Lincolnville, a son.
Upham—At Thomaston, March 16. to

and passengers

» Lewis Carroll)

A Standard Red Cross First Aid
Class for Air Raid Wardens and
all others interested and sponsored
by the Town of Owl's Head will
start Tuesday, March 24 at 7 p. m.
at the Owl’s Head Town Hall. The
instructor will be Edna Ross Tremb
ly assisted by Evelyn Ross and
Bel’.e Robarts.' Classes will be held
twice weekly on Tuesday and Fri-'
day. First Aid Textbooks will be on
sale at 60 cents each.

If, after due trial, public interest should indicate a Tuesday-Thursday sched

ule preferable, that change will be made.

Twenty thousand farmers in New
Zealand sold over 200.009 calves in
I 1941, a gain of more han 10.C20 ever
1940.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 106
j

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at N
Matinees Saturday at *-30
Sunday at 3

1

TUESDAY ONLY, MARCH 2?
ANDY DEVINE
BRODERICK CRAWFORD
LON CHANEY, JR.

In a fast moving action melo
drama of Alaskan pioneer days.

“NORTH TO THE
KLONDIKE”
Based on Jack London's
"Gold Hunters of the North ’
Also
NEWS, CARTOON, COMEDY
WED.-THURS., MARCH 25-2C

20th Century-Fox presents
An Outstanding MysteryMelodrama
BETTY GRABLE
VICTOR MATURE
» CAROLE LANDIS

in

“I WAKE UP
SCREAMING”
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’ ^UPEFMAM

HURRY,EVERYONE/ YOUR
MONEY IS NEEDED TO DEFEAT
THE AY4S POWERS. BUY
•
DEFENSE BONDS AND STAMPS
NOW AND EVERY PAY DAY!

Oku.
I

THE STORY SO FAR—Joan l.eland,
secretary, falls in love with Karl Miller,

rt

i1

WALDOBORO
A ZS A Z\

A A A A

MRS IzOUJSE MILLER
Correspondent

(ing love to her. It's Paul’s runaway
, sister. Joan gets her lo share her apart
ment. Paul anil Joan search the beauty
shop nf Mrs. Murdock, who had em
ployed Sybil at Karl's suggestion.
Now continue with the story.

A A A A
ZX zx zx x\

Tiie light revealed a desk, a short
wave radio set and three large fil
ling cabinets. He drew on a pair of
gloves. “Don’t touch anything,” he
icautioned Joan.
Joan’s heart was In her throat.
“Oil Paul, what if Karl should find
out we were here?”
“By that time,” Paul replied grim
ly, “it will he too late.”
Joe i looked curiously at the radio
set. “Do you suppose Karl has a
receiver too?”
“Probably, though where it would
itoe I don’t know.”
He opened a drawer of the desk.
“Doesn't seem to be anything
here . .
“Wait!" Joan cried.
“What’s
this?” She seized a gray glove ly
ing among pencils and bits of pa
pers. “This is Sybil’s glove!” she
said excitedly. “She always wore
these with her suit, and she was
wearing that suit the day she dis
appeared."
Paul gazed speculatively at the
slender gray glove. “It could mean
that Sybil discovered this room,
that she knew what was going on in
here, and that’s why Karl put her
out of the way.”
Joan pressed the glove against
her cheek. "Oh Syb!” she wept.
"1 still think Sybil is alive,” Paul
said. “Karl is saving her as an ace
up his sleeve. In that way she is
of more use to him living than dead.
Anyway, that’s my hunch. It will
be better if you can believe it too.”
“I’ll try,” Joan gulped, control
ling herself with an effort.
Half an hour passed while Paul’s
nimble fingers explored the contents
of drawer after drawer.
He tapped the walls but they re
vealed nothing. It was Joan who
cried, “Paul! Look at this desk.
There's something odd about it.”
There seemed to be a panel on the
side of the desk. “You're right,”
Paul said, and gently forcing the
wood, he pulled it to one side. “Here
we are!” he said as they both
gazed into a small hidden compart
ment. Eagerly Paul thrust in his
hand and drew forth a large enve
lope. He opened it. “Look Joan!
These are the plans for that bomb
ing plane. We were right!”
Joan peered over his shoulder at
the unintelligible writing. “What do
they say?”
Paul smiled excitedly as he ran
iiis eyes over the pages. “Plenty!
There’s enough here to convict Karl
and Mrs. Murdock as well as
some others!”
•'Let’s get out of here, quick,”
Joan begged, glancing back at the
half-open panel which had ad1 mitted them.
“While we’re here I’m going to
take a last look around to see if I
can find a copy of that code.”
Joan watched his brown head bend
over the drawer. Her heart went out
to him in gratitude for his kindness.
“This is really the end of our search
ftlien?” she asked.

Joan peered over his shoulder
do they say?”

you and Paul?”
Pat laughed. ’’Are you jealous?”
“Jealous? Of course I am. I in
sist upon knowing.”
“I promised I wouldn’t tell any
one.” Pat hesitated.
Karl’s voice was smoothly per

suasive. “But, liebchen, we are go
ing to be married. You must not
have any secrets from your hus
band.”
Pat’s brown eyes were troubled.
“Well, I don’t know.”

Karl took her hand, “You must
tell me,” he insisted.
“I suppose now that we are en
gaged, it’s different,” Pat admit
ted, “Anyway it’s really nothing for
you to be jealous about. You see,
Paul is my brother. He’s using an
assumed name because some time
ago he used to work for the govern
ment.”
“Indeed?” Karl Miller said, rising
quickly. “I find that information
extremely interesting.”
It seemed to Joan that Paul was
taking an unnecessarily long time
looking for the code. She watched
impatiently as he rechecked each
drawer, wondering at his calm de
liberation.
“Please hurry, Paul! Let’s get out
of here.”
“Queer I can’t find it. They must
have it here somewhere.”
“What does It matter now? We
have the other evidence. You said
these papers incriminate Karl.
Isn’t that enough?”
“I always like to do a thorough
job while I’m at it.”
“Wait! Oh Paul, I hear some
thing! Someone is coming down the
hall!”
She ran to the open panel and
gazed through the office to the hall
way leading to tiie street, but she
could see nothing.”
“You’re just nervous,” Paul said.
“I’ll be through in a minute. Sit
down and relax.”
“I’m sure I heard someone. What
if Karl has found out?” Joan said,
sitting down at the desk where Syb
il’s glove remained among the pile
of papers. ”He’s too clever to let
us get away with tliis.”
“Karl’s not as clever as you may
imagine,” Paul told her, “or he
wouldn’t leave these papers for me
to find.”
“It all seems too easy,” Joan in
sisted. “There must be a catch to
it.”

“We’ve waited long enough to get
Karl,” he reminded her. “I knew
that eventually we'd catch up with
“It looks like it.”
“I wish we were out of here,” him. Haven't you ever heard that
Joan repeated. “I have a feeling crime does not pay?” He actually
iornething else is about to happen.” seemed amused.
“I don't see anything f?nny about
Paul laughed. “You women and
it!
”
iyour intuition!”
“You’re a sweet kid!” Paul said.
But Joan shivered nervously as
’’And you’ve been a big help to
she waited for Paul to finish.
me.
• • •
“Please let’s get out of here!” She
In a downtown hotel, Karl Miller
was
on the verge of tears.
was dancing with Pat.
Paul glanced around the small
“You’re a darling!” he murmured
room. Papers were strewn on the
against her hair.
floor, even carelessly over the radio
“Oh Karl, I love you so much.”
“He smiled. “You are happy, equipment.
“This untidy mess will be quite
liebchen?”
a
surprise to our friends,” he com
"I still can’t believe it,” Pat said,
turning her radiant face to his. ! mented.
“Are we going to the authorities
"Just think . . . Mrs. Karl Miller.”
now?
”
“We can't be married for two or
Paul picked up the envelope.
three months yet,” Karl told her.
”1 don’t care. I’m so happy.” “Right. And in here we have enough
Pat gazed down at the emerald, a to keep Karl Miller out of circula
magnificent jewel which flashed tion for good.”
Joan took Sybil’s glove and put it
green flre from her hand. “It's such
a beautiful ring! Joan will be so in her purse, but before she could
fasten the clasp, Karl Miller’s voice
l surprised.”
came to them from the open panel.
"No doubt,” Karl smiled.
"I thought I'd find you here.”
“And Paul too?”
His
powerful figure filled the small
“Paul? Why should Paul be surdoorway. He held a gun. Paul
| prised?”
The music had stopped now and reached for his eoat, But Karl was
too quick for him. “No use trying
they returned to their table.
Z
“What has Paul got to do with that, Mr. O'Malley.”
Joan backed against the wall, her
us?" Karl demandfdPat looked embarrassed. She had eyes fastened, as though hypnotized,
promised not to reveal Paul’s iden upon Karl’s face.
“You need not be frightened,” |
tity under any circumstances. “Oh,
Karl
told her. “I am principally
nothing," she faltered.
But Karl was not to be side- interested in Paul. Too bad he has
^jclteU. ’What is there between suclj a talkative sister.”
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Waldoboro Schools
No Word On “Sugar”—Drop
In Attendance—School
Census

VINALHAVEN

SENTER CRANES

MJitt EMM A WfNSlGW
Correspondent
Mrs. Betty Bragdcn entert.

L STAKRE7TT

Corres-pondexU

Both classes in Home Nursing
Wednesday will be postponed un
till next week because of the fu
neral services of Miss M. Grace
Walker.
No dinner will be served Wednes
day at the E A. Starrett Auxiliary
S.U.V. because of the funeral
services for Miss Walker. The
meeting of the Auxiliary will be
held following the funeral services.
The first aid class for men war
dens and deputies has been sepa
rated into two divisions. Teachers
of one division will be Wilbur Con
non and Harry Boothby, who have
completed their instructors’ courses
in Rockland Miss Jane Miller of
Thomaston and Mrs. Genevieve
Wellington, the latter having com
pieted her instructors’ course in
first aid. will continue with the first
division a.s usual. The second half
of the class will meet at the report
center Tuesday night. The class
tonight (Tuesday) will start at 7.13.
"Minerals As a Body Regulator”
will be the subject for the fourth
lesson in the nutrition class, Thurs
day. Members will be prepared with
answers to the seven questions, and
will also have prepared a menu of
3000 calories for a man.
Miss Miiry Drewett, who has been
ill. Is about the house.
Tickets are out for the three-act
play “Gangway For Gracie," which
will be presented Friday at 8 o'clock
by the Baptist Women's Auxiliary
at Town hall. The orchestra wnl
play selections before and between
the acts. The proceeds will be
divided between the sponsor and the
Red Cross.
Miss Joyce Hills, who has been ill,
is gaining in health.
“Baths” will be study top.c of the
home nursing class Wednesday. Tliis
will be the eighth lesson.

Easter

f

Coats

Belted coat with
buttoned top.
1220.

/

St
$4

at Bridtge Friday night. Mrs l
■ thy Olay ter. Mbs Doris R
jjrs. Frances Gilchrist,
■ Lcuise Libby, Mrs. Anne Cai
yliss Helen Oi cutt and Mis-, p
li;-. Black. 1 (inch wa.s served
honors at carri.i went to
piayter and Mi Ru- ell
The Rid Cros will meet \
ji.tsctay lor the afternoon on
1,1)0 Latter Day Saints Chin
Capt. Fred Greenlaw spin
|(iay in Rockland
Mrs. Eehtlyn Ttefry and
■ dharlfft Smith recently cntci
■ ,,t a vanishing tea Mrs Ch
■ Davis, Mrs. Mertie Carver.
■ Byron M Dcnald. Mrs Mi
■ Carver. Mrs. Byron M Do
Ijf.s, Mertie Dyrr. Miss Doris
w-y.'ll and Mrs. Francis Oakes I
■ -•as served and a pleasant
licur was enjoyed.
Frank Osgood who i.s a nu
■ nf the Coast Guard and shi:;
lji< Bcstcn H.uboi pent the w
HI 1 with hi partIlt.s Mt aim
■ stilhnan Osgood
At Union Church vc.tr.v 'I'll
■ day night, three cne-act play
■ presented to a Luge uuriini
Btlie High School 'lhe play
■ •Destiny of Genevive', cast
■ lav Hopkins, Eleanor Hutchnl
III len Dyer, Ru:h Kittredge .\
■ Johnson and Wyern Winslow:
■ iind. "The Dummy." east D
iDuncan. Jr. Eden Buic[Oakes, Norma Phillips and
■ Norwood; third play. Sari
|th“ Tragic Eyes." iast
■Robertson. Audrey Coombs, I
■ Morten, Kenn th Anderson
[Add Bra.V. 'This play was cut
Ijr the regional one-act play
■ test held Friday in Rockland
[nil inters of Lite east wire a<
Ipanied to Forkland by Prineipa
IP Bagley.
Free vaccination for ainallp:
loffered during the fust two v.a
lo: April'to all those who will a:
[for it. at th? office o. Dr Ralp
[Earle.
Picnic time started here the
|day of Spring when Dorothy Jo
Ison, Anne Robinson. Ada Dyer,
[ward Greenleaf. Jr.. Richard D
[Monica Swears. Charles Doug
Patricia Skoog. Sadie Gust ava

I

t

j Nothing definite has been heard
; from tne Sugar Rationing Board,
■■as
Mrs. Maude Orbeton accom i However,, the general inference is
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Vou may net see all-woolen coals like these again lot many a
Brackett and son, Albert, of Con , that the schedule will go into effect
season. Tailored tc perfection, with unusual detail, from
superb materials; they represent the pick of the season's
cord, N. H. are visiting relatives I sometime in April. Tlie statistics
coats
... in fashion and in qualitv.
in North Warren. They attended i a.s collected by the Waldoboro
NAVY—TWEEDS—PLAIDS
the funeral Sunday of Mr. Brack teachers have all been turned in for
ett's father, Albert. Brackett in tlie use ol the Board if and when
I*
Rockland.
the plan goes into effect. So far
John Kennedy of Portland spent
Sizes for Misses and Women
the week-end with his parents, as it is known tlie teachers in the
various districts will issue only the
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy.
Nelson Thompson of Dorchester, cards ana not the sugar. Pre
— 13—
Mass., is at the home of her sumably, the card will require an
al the unintelligible writing. “What
mother, Mrs. Annie Thompson for affidavit by the head of the family
before it would become effective.
a short visit.
“So Pat told you?”
Another serious drop in attend
Mrs. Lillian Vannah, Miss Milli
Joan marveled at Paul’s indiffer
cent Burns and Clyde Vannah ance i.s reported daily by the teach
ence.
“Yes. It might interest you to were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. ers of several schools in town. A
prompt and thorough check of ab
know that she thinks I am about and Mrs. Granville Wincenpaw.
sentees is being made by the super
to become your brother-in-law.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph intendent, in order to discover if
At last Paul’s anger wa.s aroused.
have been recent Baston visitors. any new or or unreported cases of
“You dirty rat!”
Miss M. Grace Walker
Mrs. C. B. Stahl. Mrs. Arthur mumps and whooping cough exist,
Karl smiled.
“I assure you I
have no intention of going through Genthner. Mrs. H. P. Mason, Mrs.
The ccmjmunity was greatly
jfc.
with it. As you no doubt know, I Earle Spear and Miss Grace Yorke and to prevent their spread, if pos shocked to learn of the sudden
sible.
already have one wife.”
death Sunday of Miss M. Grace
attended the nutrition class con
All parents are requested to co
“What have you done with her?”
Walker, 73, at her home. Miss
ducted
Friday
by
the
Farm
Bu

Paul demanded.
operate in every way they can. by
reau in Nobleboro Grange hall. checking any suspected symptom Walker had not been feeling weil
“Shut up! Give me that envelope. Miss Lucinda Rich, county club
that day and had stayed in bed.
and by notifying the local health
We’re getting out of here. Come
Advertisements ln this column not to exceed three lines In
She
had been recovering satisfac
on, Joan, I’ll keep you with me.” agent, is the instructor.
officer in case of a positive diagno
serted
once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Mrs. Helen Marple returned sis. Only in this way can an epi torily from a fall which she received
Paul walked ahead and Karl fol
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
early
last
Fall.
She
had
been
up
lowed with Joan. His grasp on her Monday from St. Lcuis. Mo., where demic like the recent unfortunate
small words to a line.
and about the house for the past
arm was painful but she did not she spent the Winter with her son,
spread of the measles be avoided.
wince. She was too proud to let Howard Marple.
several weeks.
Special Notice:. All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
Regardless of the question of any
Karl Miller see that he had hurt
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierFuneral services will be held at
James Young of Portland was contagious disease, it would help
her.
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents addillonaL
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. immensely if every parent would 1.30 Wednesday from the Congre
There was a long ride down the
gational
Church
with
Rev.
L.
Clark
Lawrence Weston.
notify the teacher whenever it is
Embarcadero. Neither Karl nor Paul
Mrs. Henry Crowell has returned necessary for a child to remain at French of this towm, and Rev H. I.
spoke. As they went through the
warehouse and up the swaying steps from a visit with relatives in heme. Occasionally a parent, not Holt of Rockport officiating. The
special services of Ivy Chapter,
SEAMAN'S leather bound book lc«t
of the gangplank, Joan was surprised Beachmont, Mass.
9-ROOM house for sale or will swap
realizing that there may be several
for farm: bath, garage, may be used as Friday night at railroad station EARL
O.ES.,
will
also
be
administered.
at her own calmness. She was no
Recent new books at the library
double tenement. Write P. O BOX McAuliffe, 42 Fulton st., Tei. 9go-r
longer afraid of Karl Miller. She are: Dragon Seed by Pearl Buck; other unaccounted for absences of Tlie obituary notice is deferred.
2348, Thomaston.__________________36*38
__________________ 36*lt
several days duration, gets offend
followed Paul’s example of superb
NOTICE
Is hereby given of the loss
SECOND
hand
furniture
for
.•-ale.
Frenchmen’s Creek, Daphne Du ed when the check-up on these
Defense Activities
indifference.
Call after 6 p. m. at 47 MAVERICK of deposit book numbered 303 and the
36*38 owner of said book askfc for duplicate
George Starrett, co-ordinator. ST. ■ (upstairs).
On deck Paul and Joan were led Maurier; All That Glitters, Fran cases includes her child. However,
in accordance with the provision cf
HORSE sled. Jigger, spring tooth the State Law
to a small shabby cabin, and the ces Parkinson Keyes and Dumbo this is the exception rather than Mrs. Willis R. Vinal. chairman of
THOMASTON NA
harrow,
winged
cultivator,
plow
and
TIONAL
BANK, by H F Dana cash
by Walt Disney.
door locked behind them.
the rule, and an even greater degree the Women’s Division, and the h'.ll plow, for sale. All ln good cop ier. Thomaston. Me., March 17, 1942
“Cozy?” Paul grinned.
Mrs. Joseph DiNapoli will en cf co-cperation between the parent, chairmen of the cc-ordinating dition. Write for prices to WINFIELD
33*T 39
“Paul! You act as though you ac tertain the American Legion Aux and the schools will no doubt de council met Sunday at the report DICKY. Vinalhaven. R D. 1____ 36-38
LONG wheel base 1941 Ford truck
tually enjoy this.”
iliary Wednesday.
velop whenever an emergency centre. Points in defense were (l'b-ton) for salv. Run very little.
TO LET
His face grew serious. “I don’t
7.50x20
tires. Is practically new
R«A meeting of the Democratic threatens.
brought out, chief of which was Inforced frame, everything heavy duty
like it for your sake, Joan. But so
Ccunty Committee wa.s held Friday
PHONE 946 W or 946 R May be seen
3 ROOM apartment to let, unfur
Tiie school census will begin cn that the executive committee in at
far as I’m concerned, it couldn’t
Miller's Garage.
33*38 nished at 63 Park St.: also 5-room apt
night at tlie Community Garden April 1. Every person between birth case of an air raid or major dis
have worked out better.”
unfurnished all modern, ut 6 Talbot
GREEN mountain seed potatoes for Ave.
TEL 1397-R________________ 36*38
Clubhouse with State Committee and 21 on that date will be record aster, should meet at the report sale
“What do you mean?”
Tel. Thomaston 189-5, JACK
36-38
“I counted on Karl’s finding us at members. Mrs. Lcuise Miller of this ed. Every one between 5 and 21 centre after the all clear was BEDELL. Cushing.
3 ROOM heated apartment to let.
or unfurnished. Bath ind
the beauty shop. I wanted him to. town and Bradford C. Redonnett of
TWO new 14-foot double-enders and furnished,
years old will "draw school money.” sounded. Partridge, chairman of 12-foot
row boats for sale D A. WHIT garage. 192 Limerock St., 1 EI,. 626
I think he’ll lead us to the rest of Wiscasset in charge. Representa
That is tlie bulk of tlie State School the Men's unit of air raid war MORE, Rockport, Tel. 2592. Camden. __________________________________ _3«*38
the gang this way.”
35*37
HEATED ant. to let, 4 rooms, bath
tives
were
present
from
Damari

Fund is based on the school census. dens had tlie telephone signal of
Joan sat down gingerly on a dirty,
at 37 Knox St.. Thomaston
GLENWOOD C cook stove for sale, garage,
scotta,
Wiscasset,
Boothbay
Harbcr,
Apply
7 Blliot St... TEL 24 or 5. 35 -1 f
Tliat i.s why it is so very important two long rings, of about six seconds with coll, good as new. Price $40. TEL
faded chintz chair. “But you said
TWO sUn'ny 4-room apartments to
Bristol, New Harbor. Nobieboro and thaUevery child be recorded. If a each, rung by way of demonstra 635.
35 37
those papers were enough.”
let. unfurnished. TEL. 1181 W.
35-37
Waldoboro.
Plans
were
discussed
Paul lit a cigarette. “They were,
EARLY cut hay for sale: also 3
family has moved out of town after tion as an air raid warning, and
5-ROOM apartment to let. lights
Guernsey
heifers.
WILLIAM
DONA
but I still have a few ends to tie. for the coming year and a special April 1 the children will be recorded townspeople are asked to black HUE. He>ad-of-the-Bay. City.
34*36 toilet. No children. Inquire on prem
tsew at 81 ^CRESCENT ST.
34-36
We’re not in any actual danger yet. report was presented on the activi
just the same. If a family has out within a few minutes after
FEW ton early cut hay. sell by ton
HOUSE
to
let
at
28
Elm~St.,
all
new
Trust me for that.”
or lump. MILTON PHILBROOK, Head
ties of the Woman’s Democratic moved in after April 1 they will not they hear this signal.
bath. Inquire 24 Elm St., TEL 519-J
the-Bay._________________ 34»36
Paul watched Joan as she ex
__________ ____________________ 34*35
Club of Lincoln County.
At the report centre, black-out
be recorded, because, by the same
ONE Knights Templar uniform for
plored their tiny prison. “You have
5-ROOM house to let at 8 Rockland
sale,
size
38;
complete
with
chapeau,
reason, they would have been taken shutters made by Herbert L. Ken fatigue coat and cap. $10. P. O. BOX St Inquire of D SHAFTER. 15 R<ykmore nerve than any other girl I
ltfnd
St.. City.
,
33 tf
somewhere else. The teachers will niston. housing chairman, were 267, Rockland_____________________ 34 tf
ever saw,” he said, admiringly, re
WASHINGTON .
HIOH
St.
—
30
—
Brand
new
heated
FARM for safe ln East Union, 42
peating what he had said the night
■Miss Minnie Creamer, chairman collect these statistics, as they did demonstrated and in use. The ten acres
wood lot, 15 acres tillable, 7- apartments, strictly modem, three
Karl killed Strom and Joan had
windows
were
successfully
blacked
on
the
sugar
rationing
program.
room
house, large barn. E. L, LEN rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
of
Women's
Civilian
Defense
pro

frigerators.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS
promised to help trap Karl after
out by the use of roofing paper FEST, 2 Chestnut St.. Camden 30-tf Tel. 38-M, 69 Beech St.
27-tf
Paul revealed he was an FBI man. gram announces that all women in
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
set
in
frames,
which
were
held
in
coin,
Geraldine
Jones,
Gertrude
$13.50;
Pocahontas
soft
coal
$10.25.
J.
B.
this
or
adjoining
towns
who
wish
• My knees are shaking,” Joan ad
PAULSEN ft SON, Tel 62. Thomaston
mitted, smiling, "but I wouldn’t let to take a Motor Corps course may Jones, Maybelle Jones, Elizabeth the window recesses by wooden
27-tf
Karl know how I felt It would give get in touch with either Edna Swett, Barbara Grinnell and Pa buttons.
D. ft H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
him too much satisfaction.”
A map of the sector, made by $13.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
EASY chair wanted, clean and rood
Brarui, Myra Cooley, Mildred Mer tricia Ludwig. The boys, Elmer
of mine New River soft, not screened
condition. TEL. 626.
36 38
“Good girl!” Paul approved.
Savage.
Rodney
Boynton,
Vernon
Mr.
Kenniston,
for
use
by
the
$10.25
ton
del
M.
B.
ft
C.
O.
PERRY
rifield or Minnie Creamer. This
YOUNG lady wanted to learn dres~
519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
27-tf
“And,” Joan continued, "this may
course will be given in Washing jchnston, Frank Light and Har deputies and wardens, was on ex
making and
tailoring.
WALKER'S
he your idea of ‘no actual danger’
TAILOR SHOP, 427 Main St. City.
hibition. It showed that it would
land Hutchins.
ton
if
there
are
eight
volunteers.
_______________ ___________ '
34 tf
but it doesn’t seem that way to me.”
The students acted as judges, be of much use to William H. Rob
The gentle throb of the ship's en As s-oon as the eight are registered
SMALL grindstone wanted. w1th~r
without frame. IOUIS A WALKER
gines warned them the freighter was to start the class Miss Coltart of balloting for the three best speak inson, deputy sheriff in case of an
34-31;
MEDIUM: Two questions answered 79 Summer St.. Rockland.
moving. “Here we go,” Paul said. Rockland and Mrs. Packard of ers. These students, chosen, will emergency.
bv letter Send stamped envelope. 25c.
EXPERIENCED and capable girt
“Try to trust me, Joan, that this is Camden will meet with the class speak in the finals, April 10, in the
Dr. Fred G. Campbell has been RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St., Ban wanted for general housework MRS
_________________ 29*59 HENRY COHEN, 172 Wal'nut St. I.ewthe best way. I took you with me
community
church.
From
this
named
chairman of the first aid gor. Me.
tc explain its purpose and require
34,3c
TO whom lt may concern, I will lston. TeL 3572.
tonight deliberately because I was
group there will be a winner in squads. Chester O. Wyllie as .food no longer be responsible for any bills
MIDDLE aged woman wanted, to
afraid that it would be worse for ments. Date of meeting will be
contracted by my wife Mrs Blanche
for family of three and assist
announced as soon as registration each of the three groups; humer- chairman, has appointed as mem M. Post. GEORGE H POST. Waldo c°5k
you if you were left behind.”
with housework
“A
E W " care
*
ous. orations and! serious. These bers of his committee, Mr. and boro. Feb. 18. 1942
Courier Gazette.
31-36
is completed.
“What about Pat?”
ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairing
ITtIRE wanted to uphoutei
three winners will compete in the Mrs. Benjamin Davis, Mr. and Shop,
“Pat doesn't know anything. They
568 Main St., opposite Perry's cat ed for and delivered. T. .1 PLEM
High School News
won't be apt to harm her.”
league speaking contest with Mrs. Charles Dillaway, George coal yard.
________ 27-tf ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W
27-tf
In the dim light of a small electric
In preliminary contests for the Appleton and Liberty at Appleton. Gray, Mrs. Chester, Wyllie, and
LIGHT trucking, waste removal;
sewing machine repairing.
LEROY
bulb they waited.
As the ship prize speaking group those chosen
Supt. Merle Jones recently gave Mrs. Julia Watts.
WATSON. Tel 314-W
32-37
rolled more, Paul said, "We’re go for the finals were: Geraldine LinMrs. Inez Mathews, heading the
a general intelligence test to the
ing through the Gate now. We’ll
school. The leading student in clothing committee, has named as ready to set out at the time of
soon be on the open sea."
DAY old cockerels, for sale $5 per
Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
“Where is Karl taking us? Can't itatingly sne obeyed.
English was Lois Boynton; in her committee, Mrs. Abbie New distribution. The time for this dis hundred.
oroadWHy.
27-tf
There
was
a
bunk
with
a
quilt
you tell me that?”
science. Maybelle Jones; mathma- bert, Mrs. Helen Overlook, Mrs. tribution will be announced.
<io<x!
results
with
poultrv?
“I’d rather not The first thing folded neatly upon it, a washstand tics. Reta Rivers, and in social Ina Overlock. Mrs. Elsie Wallace,
There was some discussion of a
"Maine-Bred" Reds.
Better quality at economical
to find out is how he intends to get and one porthole through which Joan
study.
William
Hanson
—
all
sopho

and
Mrs.
Doris
Maxey.
Herbert
decontamination
chamber.
It
1s
pneos
due
to
our
4-Farms Co-operarid of those plans,” he added, could see the deck. Fog enveloped
tion Pullet chicks tn all breeds. Write
Kenniston.
housing
chairman,
has
mores.
believed
that
at
the
next
meeting,
“Might ship them to a submarine.” the sea and it was impossible to tell
S5zvto
oo'ai?Iog now
CLEMENTS
J!R
)r“X
ERs
pARMS. Rt. 33.
WinterWilliam Hanson, a sophomore appointed to his committee, Wil the first aid kits will be assembled b
“A submarine!" Joan cried in dis how far away from shore they were.
port. Me
In a few minutes she heard the and one of the school's outstand lis Moody, Ralph Miller and Os at the report centre, as well as
may.
“It’s not a pretty picture, is it?” sound of footsteps, and sitting up ing athletes will move to Massa car Copeland.
other material, such as for the I
Paul said grimly. “That's why I ' she saw that Paul was being shown chusetts this month. The school
Rev. L. Clark French, assistant mobile canteen unit, which will be
don’t want you to know too much.” into the cabin next to hers. Even
will feel his loss.
chairman of the airplane observer stored there.
Karl did not reappear but a sailor though the door was locked behind
For VICTORY
Boy Scout Troop 228, has been division warned that all observers
Mrs. Annie Rogers will be the
unlocked the door and mumbled him and a sailor remained on guard
something to Paul in German. "He outside, Joan was comforte^ to know meeting regularly, and now has must remain on duty at the ob sponsor of a motor corps class.
BUY
two Second Class Scouts—Robert servation post until relieved of Those interested are asked to get
says he’ll show you to your cabin,” . that he was near.
UNITED
Joan had not expected to have any and Wilham Hanson. The others duty.
Paul explained.
1
in touch with her or with Mrs
STATE S
rest that night but she found herself are working on their tests, stress
“I'd rather stay here!”
Sand for use in stopping fires Carrie R. Smith, placement bureau
DEFENSE
But Paul advised her to go without overcome with fatigue. She waking
first
aid. The troop recently due to incendiary bombs will be chairman.
bonds
objection, so Joan followed the sailor ened to feel the warmth of the sun
took a hike and passed the cook distributed to householders, who
out on deck. He opened a door and , upon her face.
STAMPS
ing
test.
are
asked
to have containers
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
motioned for her to go mside: Hes-1___
(To Bo Ooattnued)
Tel. 27

(IIAPTEK XIII

zx zx zx z\
✓x zx zx zS

Tel.

Sylvia, Taylor

ber employer, owner of a night club. She
spurns secret invitations from Eric
Strom, Karl's business partner, and Paul
Sherman, his manager. Her sister, Svb
>1, does not approve of Karl, but Joan
blindly defends him, even when Paul, in
a friendly manner warns her about Karl.
Karl shoots Eric in Joan's presence,
tricks her Into placing her finger-prints
on the gun, then admits he is a Nazi
spy with a wife in Germany. He tells
Joan unless she continues to work, and
remain silent about the murder, be will
blame it on her. The terrified girl
agrees and later Paul reveals himself
as Paul O'Malley of the FBI, working
to trap the higher-ups of the spy ring.
.Sybil fails lo come home, and a suicide
note later is thought by them to mean
Karl intended lo hold her as a hostage,
.loan agrees secretly to help Paul, and
reports tliat Karl has hired a beautiful
young girl to sing, and is already mak-

WARREN

ft ft ;

SHE LOVEDSPY

Evefy-OtheF-Dav

Every-OTfieP-Dav

$15.95 to $29.50

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

EGGS AND CHICKS

When
these
smaller
commumi
that it t|
anything
But th|

were as
This “pre|
ervation

T5he
T5he WO!

‘y-OtheP-Day"

£vcry-Offier-Day

Beverage Promoted

VINALHAVEN
MttfJ EMMA WrNRinW
Correspondent
>

i

or Betty Bragdcn entertained
. B: .dge Friday night, Mrs. Doro- '
Clayter. Miss Doris Russell, |
Frances
Gilchrist,
Mias
;;;.sn Libby, Mrs. Anne Carver.
. Helen Orcutt and Miss PhylB..irk. Lunch was served and
at cards went to Mrs.
and Miss RusseM.
I
I
lied Cross will meet Wni- !
lor the afternoon only at
, [ alter Day Saints* Church.
I
Fied Greenlaw spent Fri- i
lii Rockland.
Evhelyn Ttefry and Mrs.
Smith recently entertained
i vanishing tea Mrs. Charles i
Mr.s. Mertie Carver, Mis.
M. Dcnald. Mrs. Mertie
;-.,r Mrs. Byron McDonald.
Mertie Dyer, MLss Doris RnsMrs. Frances Oakes. I.unch
erved and a pleasant social
a was enjoyed.
f
k Osgood who is a member
Coc.st Guard and stationed
l. un Harbor, spent thp week-*
a till his parents Mr. and Mr.s.
. ..-nan Osgood.

V Union Church vestry Thursi.ight, three cne-act plays were
niid to a large audience by
High Schcol. The plays were
my of Genevive”, cast— MurHcpkins, Eleanor Hutchinson,
ii Dyer, Ruth Kittredge, Maly
ii. n and Wyern Winslow; secThe Dummy," cast—David
.ui. Jr Ellen Burgess. Alton
i Q.Ke
Nonna Phillips and Oris
rwood; third play. “Sari w'ith
Tragic Eyes,” cast — Floyd
r? ■inon. Audrey Coombs, Ruth
in, Kenneth Anderson and
BA i Bray. This play was entered
. the regional one-act play con**
held Friday in Rockland. The
ml?!-, of the cast were accom‘ .nil il to Fockland hy Principal L.

or many a
clail, from

ir season's

I? Bagley.

e vaccination for smallpox is
during the fust two weeks
April to all those who will apply
. at th? office of Dr. Ralph P.
I Earle.
Punic time started here the first
■ ,i’. o; Spring when Dorothy Johnfifie.i

i. Anne Rcbinson, Ada Dyer. Ed-

Greenleaf. Jr., Richard Dyer,

ree lines InAdditional
times. Five

M i., a Swears, Charles Doughty,
■Panina Skoog, Sadie Gustavason

'e, adverti.seriie (’ourier-

FOUND
bound book
■oacl station. EARL
(on St., Tel. 960-K
36*lt
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Keith D Bevera je, son of Mr. and
Mrs R M beverage ij North Ha
ven, has been pi emoted from tiie
rank of private, first class to cor
poral, it was announced today by his
commanding officer at Gunter Field,
Montgomery, Ala. Cpt. Beverage

A Pastorial Change

Burned Up Alleys
Vinalhaven Firemen “timber
Up” On the Cascade—
Bunker Blues Win

«

STONINGTON

Mrs. Hattie Berdeen is home from
Pnri-1■ Massachusetts where she passed

Kt., o., t- ,ii n,

Rev. Mr. Ratzell Going From the Winter
Deer Isle To DoxerMr.s. Fiank McGuire is home from
Foxcroft
a vLsit to New York.

Signs Of Spring
Wherein We Get Some Wel
come News From a Lover
Of Nature

Lester Farnsworth, who has been
Spring is here! I hope. Despit°
nalhaven Fire Company burned up Dover-Foxcroft has extended a call employed at the Yacht Basin, has the recent snow, I can still be cptijoined the Air Corps in January. the Cascade Alleys last Thursday
leturned to his home in Brooksville.
mistic—for was it not just a “robin
1941 and helps keep ’em flying new night. that ,s everythln
was hot to the Rev. Frank E Ratzell. pastor
V. R. Lansingh is spending a
storm?” There is something about
of the Congregational Church at
as a crew chief at Gunter Field, a but the scores
But the slogan was
week at his home here.
basic school of the vast Southeast “Give us time, boys, give us time. Deer Isle, to become its pastor, the
March winds which foretells green
Dr. L. G. Tewksbury attended a
Air Corps Training Center, where for some of the participants iiad ca^ Me ing unanimous.
recent meeVing • of the Hancock grass, flowers, birds, and billowyAmeriean and British aviation ca- hardly rolled a ball down the alleyRatzell i.s a native _f Philawhite clouds racing acrcss a blue sky
dets win tlieir wings. He attended in all their fire eating days W} t' delphia and Ls 31 years of age. In County dentists in Ellsworth.
—with an earth odor of growing
Mrs. Irene Smith is instructing
North Haven High School.
started off looking like an even May he will receive degrees from
things filling the air
..
proposition ended up in a 60-pin de- |
Bangor 1 .leolcgical Seminary the Red Cross Canteen Class at
All signs point to victory. First
and Jackie Boggs enjoyed a picnic feat for Uncle Harry Young's and from lhe University of Maine. Deer Isle.
a flock of Canadian geese—22 in
dinner Saturday on Armburst’s Youngsters, for while the first string He has been Poaching five years in
The Lions Club held a father- number—passed over the island in
was very close the Youngsters slipped thp following towns: Burlington, and- son banquet Wednesday at the perfect V formation, headed North
Hill.
A shower party was given Fri- back every string, while tiie Bunker Sandy Pumt, South Gardiner and K.P.[ hall. Each member was ac to their breeding grounds. A pair
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Blues did a bit better each time Deer Ihle*
companied by his son or another of kildeer plovers have been roam
Vemard Moasman, with Mrs Mau- they tried.
' Previous to enntering the ministry boy. About 35 were present.
ing about the village for a week or
rice Brown assisting, in honor of
Shields showed the results of his Mr* Ratze11 dld newspaper work on
Mrs. Merton Eaton cf Mountain- more—bobbing and nodding, and
the Philadelphia Public Ledger and ville was recent guest of the Chester
greeting all passers-by with a sharp
Mrs. Beulah GilehrLst MacEiroy, experience as a Sk pper and a Gan
for a weekly paper in New Jersey. Eaton’s.
who recently became a bride and der, and the lessons he learned m
sweet whistle. They are beautiful
Mrs. Ratzell will doubtless be of
Mrs. John Davis, who has been birds—snowy-breasted, with cfcuble
who with Mr. MacEiroy Ls making that Three Eye League fan eye for
great help in the parish as she is a
visiting her daughter. Mrs. Valmore necklace of black; brownish ba^k
a visit at her former home heie an eye and the other one on Cap’n
Grimes) stood him in good stead. fornier teacher and an instructor in
About 50 guests were present ar.d
Greenlaw, has returned to Moun- land wings; onange tail coverts.
for he was tops for the evening. The music as weU as choir director- T'n^’
unlike many such occasions, the
tainville.
When in flight a perfect V is
general impression that Bill Ciayter have one cbild- a five-year-old
party was a complete surprise to |
Israel FieeBman, proprietor of the formed by the wing tips of the sec
the guest of honor. Mr.s. Mac- made was that he had a bit too daughter.
Freedman Furniture Co., was in ondaries and primaries.
A lark bunting arrived in the gale
Elrcy was the recipient of many much girth to get down to his work,
tewn the past week closing out his
SWAN’S ISLAND
useful gifts.
Refreshments were and would have to train down a hit
business nere. (Mr. Freedman has of March 9—flying against rain and
The Methodist Women’s Division been made general manager of the raging easterly winds; while on the
served and a pleasant evening in order to train his score up.
Tliere
are
reports
that
Ihe
Fire
of
Christian Service met Thursday Days.on Bedding Cc., plant at Au wing, singing as if the storm held
passed in talking over neighbor
Company
will
soon
issue
a
chal

1
at
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth burn and with hLs family will make no fears for him. Four bluebirds
hood happenings past and present.
lenge to either the Skippers or th-? Morse. Each member contributed
arrived Marcli 11—fresh blue jack
Mis Mary Wentworlli and son Ganders, and taking them as’they
wllich she had eanipd and ex_ his home in that city.
Mr and Mrs. Newell Eaton have ets and henna vests, singing their
“Jackie’’ spent. Saturday in Rock come they should be able to Just;
lhe process Proln thls
moved to Madge Small's basement cheerful Spring song A lone rebin
land.
about hold their own with either i ;;aurce $15 wa>s rt<,piv<xl tX) lR. Used
is monarch of all he surveys. Ar
Mrs. Kiltie Greenleaf and Mrs. team, on the alleys or with theirL^ renovftting t|,e chureh- apartment.
riving Feb. 18; he has free access to
Beverly
Trundy
and
Donald
Vera Jchnson entertained at a feet under the table.
all of tiie choice spruces in selecting
iyard.
vanishing tea Friday night at the
When Gene Hall looked over tiie I Mrs. Emina Prock of Lincolnville Trundy were recent vLsitors at the a home tor the family. Rent is
hcine of their grandmother, Mrs.
home of Mrs. Greenleaf. Lunch was scores he smiled and said softly:
and Mrs. Lawrence Snell of Ken Maxwell Gray in Deer Isle.
cheap for him—just a nice bushy
served and the evening passed witli "These are bowlers after my own
nebunk are visiting the latter's
Mary N. Billings has been elected branch cn a friendly tree, protect
cards. Those present were Mis. heart. I know just how they feel.
mother. Mrs. Nettie Milan.
secretary cf the Wcmen's Student! ed irtm storms.
Mary Wentworth, Mrs. Elsie Ames, I shall be pleased to make their ac
A Civilian Defense meeting was
Government Association in the an- I We now have tw*o song sparrows.
Mrs. Marion Littlefield, Mis. Lu- quaintance.” The score:
held Thursday at the Odd Fellows
nual election at the University of One spent his Winter vacation on
Young’s Youngsters—»H. Young
cille Carver, Mis. Muriel Lane,
hall. State Police Officer Ashmore
Maine. Miss Billings Ls a sopho the island; the second arrived last
Mrs Eleanor Cor.way, Mr. and 245, A. Hall 239, Wm. Ciayter 212. K. :
talked on "Black-Outs and Incenweek. .Monday morning witii its i
more, majoring in home economics , blue sky. melting snow, and a de- j
Mr.s. Everett Libby. Mr. and Mr.s. Carver 223, total 919
1 diary- Bombs."
The Bunker Blues—A Gilchrist
She has been cn Lite dean’s list the
Vaughn Johnson and Capt. and
Mrs. Dora Stinson, Mr.s. Myra
cidedly Spring atmosphere, these'
229, C. V. Shields 296, Bickford 217,
last two semesters.
Mrs. Edward Greenleaf.
Bridges and Mr.s. Mary Trask were
two birds gave vent to their jcy-;
Bunker 237. total 979.
dinner
guests
Saturday
of
Mrs
fulness by singing a duet. When
Scorer, Grimes.
NORTHPORT
FRENCHBORO
the
song sparrows sing. I feel that |
Vida Johnson.
met
Tiie
SLsterhood
Society
Spring must be just around thei
Jasper lunt has returned home
Gecrge JellLson has returned
home after spending the Winter Miircli 17 with Mr.s. A. C. Carver as corner. A tree sparrow arrived in!
frem Rockland and entered M. D. I
For Victory...
hostess.
St. Patrick’s tea was February but has kept hidden
hcspital.
on the mainland.
Buy
served.
The
next meeting will be through the cold weeks—he too has
Lewis Nickerson and Ernest Nick
Dr. Charles Dennison was in
U.
S.DEFENSE
with
Mrs.
Thomas
Bird. Mrs. Fred joined the March parade, and his
Rockland last Saturday on busi
erson have joined the Naval Re
president; tiny brown bedy blends with the
Mitchell
was
elected
ness.
serves.
president;
Esther
Drinkwater,
vice
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Higgins
Winter grass as he searches for the
Guy Lunt was hit in the eye by a
Juncos, grey little
’ have returned home after spend Elizabeth Hasson, work committee. first worm.
piece of steel recently while em
Miss Elizabeth Brag of Belfast mites with white tail bars flashing,
ing two months in Rockland where
ployed at the Portland shipyard
was an overnight guest recently of are added to this month’s family.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Mr. Higgins was employed in gov
HLs condition is much improved and
her sister, Mrs. Richard Sheldon.
An evening grosbeak arrived Jan. 2.
Wonders!
j ernment work
he has returned to work.
, . Elmei Oxton and Hei bert Oxton His canary yellow dress with black
, are shingling a large barn for Cap- sleeves and white bars—iike an of
j tain Carver.
ficer of rank—black can pulled
The School Comm ttee met Sat- down over his eyes a.s if in hiding,
j urday afternoon with all members as iie sits on top cf a tall spruce
j present. The resignation of Mrs. singing his sweet song, trying to
' Bertha Avery, teacher cf the Sat- make cne believe he Ls a robin. This
! urday Cove schocl wa.s accepted. It is his first appearance cn the
! was voted to close the Beech Hill Lsland. At least I have found no
J School and transfer the teacher leccrd cf his having visited hera
; and pupils to the Cove.
This before.
school will re-open fcr the Spring, In sheltered spots I saw fresh
term March 30
The Brainerd' green gi ass; tulips have broken!
and Brown's Corner schools will through their Winter covering; Star
! begin April 6, all sessions to begin |
of Bethlehem sends forth hope in
at 8.30. Arthur Carver was elect- j their tiny green sprouts. Hollyhock
ed truant officer for the school has dared spread its leaves, still em
year.
bracing the earth, lest more sncw
The Farm Bureau met Friday at' and sleet stunt its early appearance.
the home of Mrs. Charles Rogprs at Snowdrops are beginning to un
Bay side. Tliis was a meeting on fold their white buds.
canteen feeding and was under the
After a long cold Winter, with,
direction of MLss Barbara Higgins, illness and hardships added to this
home demonstration agent.
burden. Isn’t it a grand and glori- '
ious feeling to know that the seasen
Germany plans to ship war ma
is changing? To hear the exqui-1
terials to Turkey in exchange for
site songs of our feathered friends,
minerals and agriculture products. and to see a new Spring dress re
placing the old patched and worn
out garment of Winter? A new
FnVdfr
ccurage is born.
Sunshine blue
skies,
flowers
and
birds
can be en
■
joyed free of tax. And dictators
cannct take this away from us.
The coming of Spiing brings us new
hope, and faith in our fellow Ameri
cans to bring abcut an everlasting
peace.
The advantage of these free
gifts—flaming leaves of Fall, a
Two foui-man teams from the Vi-

The Congregaticnal

Church

to let. unfuralso 5 room apt
Idem, ut 6 Talbot
36*38
lit

apartment to let.
nished Bath ind
Ik St . T EI., 626.
____________ 36*38

t, 4 rooms, bath,
st. Thomaston
TEI. 24 or 5. 35 - tf
I'm apartments to
ft 1181 W
23 37
nt to let. lights.
Inquire on preni
' 8T_______ 34-36
Elm St., all new
u St . TEL 519-J
3V35
let at 8 Roekland
HAITER. 15 Rock-

BONDS
STAMPS

Crisp and tender, they melt in your month
• Easter breakfast is now one ot
our gayest, most important and en
joyable family affairs! Wiien the
early risers, tiie sleepy-heads and
the excited youngsters meet at the
breakfast table, serve them crisp,
piping hot waffles with plenty of
maple sirup or honey. Be sure to
make up plenty of batter, though,
because every forkful of these waf
fles calls for "more!"

An easy recipe
Here’s the very recipe for waffles
you’ve been waiting for! It’s de
pendable, quick—simple .'It's a “bal
anced” recipe. Just use level meas
urements and be sure you use Spry,
because tliis triple-creamed all
vegetable shortening lets you skip
tiie old-time troublesome step of
melting tiie shortening. Spry is so
soft and creamy you can cut it into
the flour as quick as anything!

Let this waffle recipe be your triedand-true "old stand-by.” Now's the
best time to clip it—and remember.

33 H

*4 teaspoon salt

cup Spry (triple«creame<i
shortening)

y<»lks, beaten

3

2 cups milk
5 egf» whites* stiffly beaten

Sift flour with baking powder
and salt. Cut in Spry until mix
ture is as fine as meal. Com
bine egg yolks and milk; add
to flour mixture and mix until
smooth. Fold in egg whites.

Bake in liot waffle iron. Ser ve
liot witii maple sirup. Makes
eight 4-section waffles.

/* (.4//

mraturemeuti is this recipe are level)

you’ll use it often for Sunday sup
pers and bridge parties. Try varia
tions, too—sprinkle batter with
diced cooked ham or chopped
pecans before closing the iron.

Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
2

1

5“ H

L

5

IM

13

sw
24

23 k
1

22

27

2b

1 3o

31

34

33

32

w

21

25
29

17

Ib

15

20

iq

18

8

7

ll

9

IZ

b

r

35

'd clean and rood
»
_______ 36 38
■' ! to learn dress
WAIJCER S
Maui St , Citv.
_________ 34_tf
wanted, with or
\ WAI KER
k.iurt
34*36
ml (apable
girt
usework
MRS.
Walnut St., Lew_____________ 34*36

I b an wanted. t<»
three and assist
A E W." care
______________ 31-36
ted to upboixtei
ered. T .1 PLBMT>
212-W.
27-tf

CHICKS
for sale $5 per
H W. LITTLE. 360
__________ 27 tf
lilts with poultry?
falne-Bred”
Reds,
fit.v at economical
: farms Co-opera-

In ali breeds

Wrtte

CLEMENTS

Rt. 33.

3la teaspoons baking [u>w«ler

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

TED

'ib-'v

WAFFLES
3 cups sifted flour

white earth in Winter, fresh greens
CLARK ISLAND
of Spring, and warm Summer days George Baum of Portsmouth N. H.
they will always be with us. Pro
and sen Edwin of Whitinsville,
tect our beautiful birds, animals
Mass., visited at their home here
of the forests, our choice wild flow
over the week-end.
ers, and stately trees of the wcod- j
Mrs. Ralph Caven cf Port Clyde
lands When you feel that cares are J
and Miss Catheryn Caven are in
almost too difficult to endure, take
Connecticut.
a walk through some wooded trail
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Andrews and
where the first violet may be found;
Mrs.
A‘h!ey Calder cf Rockland
cr turn the damp leaves where
were
visitors
Sunday at the home
maples grow and see the glistening
of
Mr.
and
Mr.s. diaries But’.er.
green leaves of the arbutus with its
They
also
called
cn Mrs. Jessie
shell-pink fragrant blossoms. Stop
Williams.
for a moment to hear the swee'
A barge Ls being loaded at John
voices of our song-birds, their little
threats throbbing with joy as they Meehan & Sons quarry.
sing to make us glad
Everett Baum of South T'homasAll thLs will not erase the war- t:n and Mrs Gecrge Baum visited
torn earth, nor will it make us ( seveial days lecently in Portsmouth.
forget completely that we may be N. II. They were accompanied to
the next country, or the next town, Fcrtland by Mrs. William Imlach
or city to be invaded. But nature cf Leng Cove.
Ls at least a pleasant reminder of
Mrs. Thomas Melquist called Fri
a future peace, fcr those who do day on Mrs. Swan Larson and
not. or will not turn to the church. daughter. Marian.
—by Josephine A. Townsend.
Our secret weapon: U. S Defense
Bonds
and Stamps. Buy them!
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Jonef

Brand new heated
v modern,
three
ic stoves and reJOSEPH DONDIS
St
27-tf

Waffles!

is Complete with

of

America’s Flying Might!

F given of the loss
pbered 303 and the
aslflk for duplicate
•be provision cf
I HOMASTON NAH P Dana cash
March 17. 1942.
33*T 39

Easter Breakfast “Ensemble

Winter-

;jory
BUYNIT E D
TATES

DEFENSE
-ONDS

'Tamps

3b 5>7

LIBERTY LIMERICKS
Looks like taps for Pvt. Jones’ Cara
mel Cake! His gal-back-home made it
with RUMFORD the baking powder
that’s sure-fire. Works perfectly in
any good recipe. The original baking
powder. FREE: NEW booklet, con
taining dozens of bright ideas to im
prove your baking. Address: Rumford
Baking Powder, Box B, Rumford. R. I.

SSSI

“7o

be prepared for war is one of ihe

most effectual ways ot preserving peace.
When

George

Washington

spoke

these words the world was a much
smaller

place.

Transportation

and

were such
that it took considerably longer for
communication

facilities

anything to happen than it does today.
Eut there arc certain thoughts that

were as true then as they are now.
This “preparation for war for the pres
ervation of peace” is one of them.

That is why the United States is hurry
ing to make itself the strongest nation
on earth.
Your newspaper plays an important
part in the preservation of peace by
keeping its readers informed of their
country’s progress in preparation of
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it
in the Constitution, the American Press
fearlessly voices the sentiments of thc
American people.

T5he AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS
X5he WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE

Gross Assets.
•Deduct items not ad
mitted.

07
63
72
88
56

r70.9O5.O55 13

1.487,909 10

$69,417,146 03
Admitted,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31.*1941
$24,039,090 61
Net Unpaid Losses,
17.555.189 70
Unearned Premiums,
8.528.474 60
•All other Liabilities,
2,000.000 00
Cash Capital,
•Surplus over all Liabili
17294.391 13
ties,
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$69,417,146 09
• Bonds valued on amortized basis,
and all other securities at convention
valuations (Dec 1. 1941 market prices)
as prescribed by the Committee on
Valuations. National Association of
Insurance Commissioners The reserve
cf $480,692 63 represents difference be
tween Dec 1. 1941 and Dec 31. 1941
market valuations.
S. A. LAVENDER
8 Elliot St..
Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 225

Leave tt to Lavender

59

30-T-36

cheerful oid mammy
named Hannah,
Who’d lived eighty yean in
Savannah
Said—"Sho’nuff, I’ll buy
Defense Bonds, 'cause I
Am in love with the Star
Spangled Bannah!”
A

taaka

BMded

the Axial
Booda

to

amoah

Sara with U. S.

aad

Stamp#

arary

44-Float in air
H-Twine

50

i 60

63

62

85

•

HORIZONTAL
1-Moisture in the air
5-Express gratitude to
9-Scent
11- Shower
12- Negative
44-Prepare for
publication
16- Thaw
17- Exist
18- A type mea«ure (pl.)
20- Mineral spring
21- Sick
22- A beverage
23- Wrongs
25-Vacant
27- To unite together
28- Bound
30- Dine
31- Part of the arm
32- Look slyly
34- Part of a fish (pl.)
35- Satisfied
36- Scene of Homer’s
llliad
38—Sc a r
41- Join
42- Full of moisture

1

55

5M

SW

foM

45

i M9

58

57

bl

ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Real Estate,
$4 207 003 43
Mortgage Loans,
63 562 50
Collateral Loans,
1,615.069 34

Stocks and Bonds—Book
Values,
42.653 066
Cash in Offlce and Bank, 14 153.393
7.518.529
Agents’ Balances,
176.227
Interest accrued,
518.202
All other Assets,

M8
53

52

5b

UNITED STATES FIDELITY
AND GUARANTY COMPANY
Baltimore, Maryland

MM

M7

Mb

19%
ff

w
92

Ml

51

_______
39 MO i

38

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47-Tardier
49-Song bird
51- Emmet
52-Clear of
53- Juice of plants
55-Gotf mound
5S-Pronoun
57- Fruit of the pine
58- Waiter
60- The (Fr.)
61- Narcotic drug
62- Paradise
64- Piece of rock
65- Ceaaes

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- Hand covering
17- Twist

19-Clip

22-Cures hides
24-Look
26- A breastwork
27- Hinder
29-Warehouse
31-Conceals
33- Thickness of carpet
34- Gave food to
38- Canvas shelter
37-Crimson
39- At present
40- Sour
41- Aromatic herb
VERTICAL
42- Walk in water
43- Examine
1-Trailing plants
45- Stagger
2- ltalian river
46- Remaine
3- Lyrle poem
4- Length measure(p1.) 47- Row
48- Scarce
5- High
50-V/ants
6- Strike
52-Twiited hemp
7- lndefinite article
54-Tablets
8- Work bread
57-Peruse
10- Mature
59-Besides
11- Trust
61-Act
.
13-Leave out

15-Qentie

Fvery-Other-Day"
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' dainty ones for Mrs. Davis' daugh
ter, Linda. Ellen. Bridge provided
' entertai iment for the ever‘ng and
ft ft ft ft
prizes were awarded Mrs. Lawrence
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
i Leach cf Rockland. Mrs. Hilliard
Correspondent
Spear cf Warren, Mrs. Albert Elliot
ft ft ft ft
< and Mrs. Eleanor Peyler. Refresh—
, ments in keeping with St. Patrick’s
Tel. 190
, Day were served. Besides those al• Mayflower Temple members have J ready mentioned, the invited guest:;
been invited to meet at Mrs. Mary^ were Mrs. Edwin French, Camden,
Henry ’s heme Friday for picnic' Mrs. William T Flint, Mrs. Alexandinner at noon and sewing in the der Donaldson, Mrs. Karl Stetson.
afternoon.
Mrs. Forest Stone, Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Susie Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Libby. Mr.s. Bowdoin Graftcn. Miss
Leo Sullivan, Mr and Mrs. Maynard Betty LcSan. Miss Gladys Doherty
Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. William Sul and Miss Barbara Batchelder.
livan, Mr and Mrs. Peter Hart, MLss
Plans aie going forward for the
Jane Sullivan, Henry and Maurice dance at Watts hall Friday under
Sullivan were in town Saturday for the auspices cf the Motor Corps
the funeral services of Capt. Lau girLs. Music will be by Vinal’s Or
rence T. Sullivan They returned chestra and there will be b:th new
to Boston Saturday night, having and old-fashioned dances.
been guests of Mrs. James Fales.
Mrs. Warren Knights entertained
Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh the Thursday Club Friday after
ters, Helen and Margaret, of Skow noon and prizes went to Mrs. E. R
hegan, arrived Friday to spend the Biggers, Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and
week-end with her mother, Mrs. A. Mrs. Weston Ycung. Mrs. Charles
J. Lineken.
Smith invited the members to meet
The Red Cross Sewing Greup will at her home in two weeks. Mrs
meet Wednesday instead of Thurs Vernon Achorn and Mrs. Philip R
day afternoon again this week be Greenleaf were substitutes.
cause of the cooking school Thurs The Star Circle of Grace Chapter Thcse fine stellar performers will donate their services to the great Elks Casualty Hospital Show, Thursday
day.
meets tonight at 7.30 at Mrs Blanche
night at Community Building.
Mrs. Winfield Davis is visiting Lermond’s.
friends in Waldoboro for several The Motor Corps members arc
UNION
days.
serving a public supper tomorrow
Leon
Esancy
who has been em
MLss Iva Henry cf University of night at the K P. hall.
ployed
in
Massachusetts,
arrived Is Given the Chance To Enlist
zx a A A
a a a a
Maine is .-.pending a week's vacation
[
home
for
an
indefinite
stay.
at home
NAOMA MAYHEW
In Naw and Complete
Mrs. i_,aura Daniels who was
At the meeting of Mayflower
Correspondent
education
severely injured by a fall, is gain
Temple, P. S., Friday, the name of
ft ft ft ft
ZX ZX ZX ZX
ing slowly.
^x ^x zx zx
Colby College received notifica
Mrs Mary Henry was drawn as the
Tel. 713
A district get-together will be tion from the U. S. Navy Depart
winner of the crocheted doily on
LTDA O CHAMPNEY
held March 31 with Mt. Horeb En
display at the fair last week. Fol
Correspondent
Howard Dearborn of Portland campment. Supper will be served ment yesterday that it had been
lowing the meeting a joke shower
ft ft ft ft
spent the week-end with his at 6.30 and Rockland Encampment chosen as cne of the colleges whose
students can enlist in the Navy and
party was given for Mr.s. Mertie
Tel. 2229
mother, Mrs. Edna Dearborn.
w’ill confer the Royal Purple de complete their education for a
Grover and a program was presented
A first aid class begins Wednes gree on two candidates.
degree.
by Mr.s. Blanche Wilson. Mrs. Grace
Rev. H. I. Holt will speak this aft day from 7 to 9 o’clock, at the
Mrs. Annie Butler suffered a
The courses now taught at Colby
Andrews and Mr.s. Dora Maxey. Re- ernoon before the Woman’s Club in Opera House, under the instruc
sprained
ankle
recently
from
a
and
required for naval recruits in
ireslunrnts were served to conclude Union, using as subject “Civilian tion of Miss Ethel Oliver.
slip
on
the
ice.
MLss
Inez
Butler
clude
mathematics, physics and
the evening.
A public dance will be held Sat Ls assisting her about the house.
Offense.”
physical
training. Others favored
Mr. and Mr.s. Charles Prescott of
Miss Gladys Quimby is visiting urday at the Hope Grange hall,
Oren
Jackson
who
has
been
a
by
the
Navy
are astronomy, chemis
Baston were week-end guests of his
for the benefit of the Camden patient at Knox Hospital, remains
relatives in Bostcn
try,
foreign
languages,
English and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pres
The
Twentieth
Century Club met Motor Corps. Square and round ill. Mrs. Hazel Burns is caring for American history.
cott.
dances will be enjoyed to the mu
Under what is to be known as the
Miss Olive Rowell, a student at Friday afternoon at the home of sic of Ken Herrick and his String- him nights.
Rev. Lloyd Gordon is recuperat V-l Accredited College Program.
Miss
Marion
Weidman.
A
review
U. cf M. is spending a week's vaca
busters. A small admission will ing at a Portland hcspital.
Prof. Warren said, any Freshman cr
tion with her parents, Deputy of the bock “A Stranger in the be asked.
House
’
’
was
presented
by
Mrs.
Doris
Sophomore
between the ages of 17
Defense Activities
Warden and Mrs. Theodore Rowell.
Mrs. Fred Ames is a surgical pa
and
19
who
can meet the physical
Graffam.
This
week
the
Club
will
Mrs. Helen Lynch was hostess
tient at the Bangor Osteopathic
A new class in standard course standards may enV.st as an appren
Friday to WilLiams-Brazier Aux meet at. the home of Mrs. Maude Hospital.
first aid will be started Friday at tice seaman V-l. He will be as
iliary Routine business was fol Walker fcr the annual business ses
Matt Nieme cf Cushing, who had 7 p. gn. with Donald Calderwood,
signed to inactive duty and will at
lowed by discussion of plans fcr the sion and election of officers.
come to the Railway to work for instructor. This course is for the
Mrs. Hazel Cain will entertain the the first time Monday, dropped motor corps, wardens, (men and tend an accredited college, such as
entertainment of the department
Colby, for their pre-induction train
president’s visit in April. At the Baptist Ladies' Circle Wednesday at dead shortly after his arrival at women), and deputies. It is hoped ing at their own expense.
conclusion of he meeting, refresh her home on Main street
the Yard. The emergency am the fire corps will also join this
After one and one-half years, he
Preparations are well underway bulance was called.
ments were served.
class, and it is open to all. It will will be given a comprehensive ex
A son was born Saturday to Mr. be followed by the advanced course. amination by the Navy. Those who
Mrs. Edward Andrews and son, for the blacking out of all public
Edward, returned Friday to Plain- buildings in town in anticipation of and Mrs. Orman Fogg of Lincoln In order to secure certificates in pass this examination, who can pass
field, Vt. after a visit with relaties the test blackcut which will be ville, at Community Hospital.
several of the courses offered, first the officers’ physical examination,
called in the near future.
Ralph Belyea who joined the aid is required. This will be the and who “display officer-like quali
here.
The Johnson Society will meet Ground Forces of the Air Corps last class to be organized here for
Capt. Enos H Verge and Mrs.
ties and attitudes" will be trans
Wednesday
night at the home of has arrived in Midland, Texas and ! some time, and it is hoped that
Earline Davis, both of this town
ferred to V-7 status and will be
will be stationed at Sloan Field. i citizens will try to take advantage permitted to continue their college
were united in marriage Saturday Mrs. Elizabeth Smith.
Charlton Daucett and family are
The members of the Womens' i of this fact by prompt enrollment. course until they obtain their de
night at the Baptist parsonage. Rev.
moving
this week from the Grotton Air Raid Wardens Class which has
H. S. Kilborn performed the double
Jchn Howard and1 Donald Cal- gree They will then be sent to the
ring ceremony, and they were at house on Camden road tc the Ralph been taking close order drill with derw’ood have received1 their in Reserve Midshipman school for
the Motor Corps division, is re structors’ rating in first aid. The training leading to a commission in
tended by Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wilson house on West street.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will quested to be present promptly former will teach in Washington, the Navy.
Beckett.
Deputy Warden and Mr.s. Theo meet Thursday this week instead of at ,7.30 Tuesday night at the and the latter here Friday.
Those who wish to enter the fly
dore Rowell were hosts to members Wednesday and Miss Marion Weid Opera House. It is urgent that the
Raymond E. Thurston, disaster ing service will be allowed to finish
of the Rook Club Saturday night man will be the hostess for an all- classes start on time.
chairman, will take the course in the school year, but may be ordered
The Baptist Ladies Circle will chemical warfare in Rockland.
with prizes at rcok going to Mrs. day session.
to active duty at any time there
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns, Sr..
Weston Young. William G. Maloney,
Registration for volunteer serv after.
ice was increased greatly Town
Students who do not qualify for
Miss Olive Rowell and Egbert W. have received word that their
King’s Chef Saves
Lowe. Others present were Mr. j daughter Dcrothy has completed
Meeting day.
Representing the the officers’ training program will
community service committee were, be permitted to finish two calendar
Young, Mrs. Maloney and Mr. and the six months preliminary period
Sugar in Recipes
at Union Memorial Hospital School
Mrs. Robert McKindey, chairman years at Colby and then will bc
Mrs Albert Anderson.
called to active duty as apprentice
and Mrs. Dorcas Thurston.
A public supper will be served to of Nursing at Baltimore, and Friday
O further aid In conserving
seamen on a general enlisted status
Mrs.
Nan
Burns,
chairman
of
night at 6 o’clock at the Federated received her cap.
sugar, J. P. Morgan. Chef In
Claus Erickson entered Commun
lccal mobile canteen unit has
Church vestry.
structor. Canadian National Railthe

announced that Orient Chapter, Clarence Leonard in charge, and
Tiie Baptost, Indies' Circle will ity Hospital Friday for medical ways, who was
chef to Their
O E.S.. will support the project in stretcher drill by Barbara Wardsmeet tomorrow afternoon at the treatment
Majesties,King
necessary equipment, and this worth and Miss Evelyn Wilscn.
vestry for sewing, business meeting The Lions Club lias received in George and
both of Camden. Map reading and
unit will soon be organized.
and c-nipper. The committee of vitations to attend the district Queen Eliza
The stretcher drill in the motor convoy driving will be taken up
men in charge of the supper Ls plan meeting and ladies' night in Rock beth during
their North
corps was carried on Monday at tiie Wednesday by the motor corps,
land tonight
ning a fish-chowder.
American tour,
barn on the Grevis Payson place. with Mrs. Doris Lankton of Cam
Mrs J. Russell Davis was sur
has prepared a
Construction
of
a
$7,800,090
tun

number
of
sugContinuing
there will be close or den in charge. She will be assisted
prised honor guest at a hewer party
arlesa
recipes
der drill at the High School, with by Mrs Dora Packard of Camden.
given Friday night at her home by nel under the River Tyne to connect s u h s t i t u t i n g
There will be three ; quads to drill.
Mrs George Phillips of Rcckland, J arrow and Hawrion in England is maple sugar,
March 30 and April 1 this class will
and MLss Clara Spear and Mrs. j to bc started as soon as possible corn -syrup,
meet Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
molasses.
The
study
chemical warfare and gases.
Ronald Messer. The gifts were wee., after the war.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge
new recipes,
meets Wednesday night.
already intro
Chef Morgan
The oil boat "Nomad’’ docked
duced to din
ing car patrons on the Canadian Saturday at the George H. Thomas
National, include muffins, maple
<2?
butter, gingerbread, cup custard, wharf.
Mrs. Helen Hubbard Dodge and
cake and cake fillings. Here are
some of Morgan’s favorite new two sons, have been spending a few
"sugarless” suggestions:
days in town.
Golden Corn Cake
Capt. and Mrs. Frank McLain
1 cup flour
cup butter
teaspoon salt
L cup molasses
of
Pemaquid, were visitors here
3 teaspoons bak
2 eggs
ing powder
Saturday. 1 cup milk
1 cup corn meal
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone and
Cream the butter, add molasses
and egg yolks. Gradually add milk Milford Payson spent Saturday in
alternating with -dry ingredients Portland.
mixed and sifted. Beat thoroughly
The Philathea Class will work
Fold in whites of eggs beaten stiff
Friday
at the Red Cross Rccms.
Bake in buttered cake pan 30
minutes at 350' F. Makes 2 8-ineh
Miss Ruth Pullen spent the
layers.
Orson Welles as Charles Foster
week-end in Bo: ten.
•
Maple-Fruit Filling
Kane.’’ This internationally’ fa
Mi's
Margaret
Crockett
and
Boil one-half pint maple syrup
with beaten yolks of 4 eggs in Misa Helen Dougherty, returned mous stage and radio star makes
double boiler until mixture thickens from Boston Sunday night.
his screen debut in this dramatic
Stir constantly. Remove from fire,
Mis)
Thelma Hendricks has ar story of a tycoon which was pro
add 1 tablespoon butter and beat
until cool. Stir ln 1 cup citron, rived from Waterville to spend a duced and directed ty hJraseif.
currants and chopped nut meats few days with her parents Mr. Covering the entire span of Kane's
which have been flavored with 1 and Mrs. Charles Hendrick. Miss productive life, the picture is an
tablespoon sherry and ti teaspqon
grated nutmeg. Spread between Cora Hendrick spent the week actor's field day for Welles, giving
him as it does, an opportunity to
layers of cake and ice with maple end in Portland.
frosting.
Gecrge Dyer went Sunday to play the life and title character
Soft Molasses Gingerbread
Portland where he has employ through the years frem 25 to 70
l cup molasses
1 egg
>i cup butter
2 cups flour
ment in the Todd-Bath Iron Most of the famous mercury play
IT, teaspoons soda 2 teaspoons ginger
Works.
Mrs. Dyer will conduct ers appear in the film with Welles
H cup sour milk
teaspoon salt
Put butter and molasses in sauce the sandwich shop cn Main street
pan and cook until boiling point in his absence.
is reached. Remove from fire, add
★ ★ ★
Chester Gardner went to work
soda and beat vigorously Then
add milk, egg well beaten and re Monday at Todd-Bath Iron Works.
MAKE
maining ingredients mixed and
Annie May wife of Henry Park
Conrad Veidt and lovely Ann kindly book-seller; the other a sin sifted Bake 15 minutes in small
every
er died Sunday in Newport. Funeral
Ayars are the principals in the ister spy. The film marks the sec tin having pah two-thirds filled with services will be held Thursday at
c\t
PAYDAY
mixture.
new M-G-M drama “Nazi Agent.” ond role played by Miss Ayars fol
Chef Morgan will gladly furnish 2 o’clock from Good funeral home.
The story of political intrigue casts lowing her debut as the glamour Othet choice sugar-saving recipes
Rev. W. P. Holman of the Metho
Veidt in a thrilling dual ioie in dibutanie ui 'Dr K4»iaoe’a Vic- He may be reached in care of
BOND DAY
dist
Church officiating Burial wui
dui .
National Railways. 5f0
which he plays twin brothers, one a tory."
be m Mountain cemetery,

Headliners In Elks’ Hospital Show

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

To Colby Students

ROCKPORT

T

STRAND THEATRE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Camden Theatre

Newlyweds Honored

PARK THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. H. Douglass
Given Reception at
Glover Hal,

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Mr. and Mrs. H. Douglas Mer
rill cf the Old County road, Thom
aston were ccmplimented Satur
day at a reception held at Glover
hall in Warren, in honor of their
recent marriage. The brilliant af
fair was attended by nearly 300
friends and relatives from this and
Lincoln County.
With F L. S Morse, as able
master of ceremonies, a musical
pregram was presented’: Tenor
solas. “Oh Premise Me.” and “I
Love You Truly” by Charles Wil
scn, accompanist. Miss Verna
Robinson, both of Warren; piano
solo "Scarf Dance" by John Dana
selections
by
of Thomaston;
Gecrges River Beys; violin solo,
“Angel Serenade" by Willis Berry,
accompanist, Mrs. Roland Berry;
accordion solos by James Dana
of Thomaston; song by Arvid
Eloranta of Rockland, with Mrs.
Toiva Johnson of Scuth Thomas
ton. accompanist; accordion solo
by Helmi Koivumaki of Tenant's
Harbor; vocal solos, “Beautiful
Dreamer” and “My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean." by Laverne Pat
terson of Rockland, accompani
ment by Richard Maki, Jr., and
Helmi Maki both of Rockland,
guitar and accordion.
Following the reception, in which
the bride and groom stood in re
ceiving line with Mr. and Mrs.
Toiva Johneson, parents of' the
bride and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Merrill of Thomastcn, parents of
the grocm, the Finnish coffee
service was held at Warren Grange
hall. The bride’s table contained
two, three-tiered cakes, flanking
a centrepiece of of pink carnations.
Coffee was prepared by Mrs.
Thomas Mcnden of West Rockpert. Assisting in serving were,
Mrs. Annie Kyllonen, and Mrs.
Ella Williamson of Warren, Mrs.
Lily Maki, Miss Edna 'Ranta*, of
Rocklar.d. Mrs. Lena Elgland of
St. George, Mrs. Nellie Butler and
Mrs. Hilda Chaples, Mrs. Ina Pet
ersen, Mrs. Lily Fager of Thom
aston, Miss Margaret Laine of
Wiscasset, Miss Lila Fransen of
Unicn. Mrs. Arlenia Wuori of Wal
doboro. Mrs. John Kulju, Mrs.
Saima Autio of Long Cove, Mrs.
Signe Hill cf Georges River road,
These who planned the recep
tion were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Merrill cf Thomaston, Mrs. Ethel
Lyddie of Old County road, Thom
aston, and Mr. and Mrs. Toiva
Johnson of Scuth Thomaston.
Misses,

Eila

Riutta and

Esther

-

Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory han
returned from a two weeks’ visi
from Braintree. Ma>s., and whil
there attended the flower show ii
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coomb
were business visitors m Portlan
Saturday.

Mrs. Harry Biown and Mrs Wi
bur Senter are visiting in Portlan
today.

Billy McLoon, son cf Mr and Mi
John H. McLoon. has retume
home after having undergone tu
operations at the Maine Gener.
Hospital in Portland. The young
ster was in the hospital tlire
weeks, and at the home of hi
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs II Nel
son McDougall for a like period.

Has romance finally caught him?
Wendy Barrie certainly Ls entitled
to think so, for all through RKO
Radio's new hit, “A Date With lhe
Falcon” her marriage is rudely post
poned time after time while George
“The Falcon,” Sanders ' gaily goes
off to solve a spectacular and thrill
ing crime. This second of the popu- !
lar series presents James Gleason
and Allen Jenkins to make sure of ■

some hilarious comedy, while du.k
Mona

Maris portrays an allurin

villainess.
Also on the same program Fi i. r<>
Lil,” with Irene Harvey and Kent
Taylor. Today only on the stage ap
pears Harry Berry’s Newest Rcvui
“The Sunkist Vanities of 1942 O
the screen “Night Before Divorce,
with Lynn Barri and Joseph Allen
Jr. There will bc no advance n
prices.

PLEASANT POINT

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose enter
Keep ’em Covered!
tained friends Monday at a sur
prise birthday party for Eli Maloney f
The latter went to spend a pleas
ant evening with the Voses and
while there the lights suddenly
went off and a beautiful birthday i
cake was deposited in his lap. This
incident coupled with the fact
other callers had arrived during tiie
meantime, made Mr. Maloney sud
denly realize this was a pre-ar
ranged special occasion in his
honor Others present were Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Marshall and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter D. Young.
NE of the important rules for boil
ing vegetables to retain a maxi
Mrs. Jennie Sevon ol Thcmas
mum of their food values is to cook
ton was recent overnight guest at in covered utensils to keep the steam
the home lof her son, (Kenneth in, using as little water as possible.
Start in boiling water, turn gas flame
Sevon.
low enough to maintain gentle boiling
Gwendolyn Stimpscn spent the and cook vegetables only until tender.
This method saves both food and fuel,
week-end at her home here.
for it also reduces lhe consumption
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sevon and of gas by approximately half.
children Kenneth and James were
guests Sunday of relatives in Cam
/*lf you suffer distress from"X

O

den.

FEMALE1

Richard Dunn has returned heme
for the Summer.

Leon Ames who recently visit
ed his son Oakley Ames in Andover,
Conn., has returned home.
Ansel Ome has been engaged in
carpentry, employed by Leslie
Ycung.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakley Ames and
children recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Seavey.
The air raid wardens will show
pictures at the Grange hall Friday
on Incendiary bombs and air raids.

WEAKNESS

Niemi of North Warren had
charge of the guest book, and also
Which Makes You
helped serve at the coffee.
Tired, Nervous!
Many were the gifts which Mr.
If at such times
and Mrs. Merrill received, among
you suffer back
ache, cramps,
them a bedroom furniture set from
headache, distress
Mrs. Lyddie, a popcorn spread
of “irregularities,”
___
a bloated feeling, so tired, weak
from Mr. and Mrs. Merrill, silver,
—due to functional monthly dis
linen, dishes, and a purse of
turbances—try Lydia E. Pink
ham’s Vegetable Compound —
money. Mrs. Merrill was given a
it’s made especially for women
corsage of white sweet peas and
and famous to help relieve such
a gardenia to wear, and the groom,
monthly distress.
Taken regularly thruout the
a single white carnation.
month — Pinkham’s Compound
No white man to date has yet
Music fcr the dancing which
helps build up resistance against
Completely explored the miles of
sucn symptoms.Thousands upon
completed the evening’s fun was
thousands benefited! Follow lawinding channels of the Everglades
furnished by the Georges River
ybel directions. Worth trying'
which
comprise
4.000.000
acres.
Orchestra.
Present for the coffee were Wil
bur Senter, and these SenterCrane clerks, Mrs. Harold White
hill, Mrs. G. Bradley Dennett,
Mrs. Ochca Sidensparkcr, Mrs.
Marguerite Harris, Miss Beatrix
Flint, and Miss Louise Seavey.
Mrs. Merrill is clerk on the
street floor of Senter-Crane's. Mr.
Merrill is employed at the Bath
Iron Works. At present they have
We summarize the General Conservation Order
rooms at the home of Mrs. Lyddie.
M73A, effective March 30, 1942, as follows:

IN FAIRNESS

To Our Customers

CUSHING
Mrs. Lucia Cooley is in Thom- I
aston at the home of Mrs. Annie
Creamer, who is in ill health.
Mrs. Agnes Boyntcn is visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity. She
will later go to Hamden, Conn, to
visit relatives. She was accom
panied to Boston by Mr.s. Nettie
Vinal of Warren.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Maloney of
East Boston. Mass., were recent
overnight guests of his parents
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Maloney, their
first trip here since he received
his uniform in the Marines.
The picture, "Fighting Fire '
Bombs" will be shown at the
Grange hall Friday at 7 p. m. by
Rev. II. F. Leach of Thomaston,
after which a dance will be held
at the sam place by Friendship
residents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Delano, and
two children were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Stevens.
William Seavey is out of school,
suffering from a cut foct.
Alvaro Olson is recovering from
an appendectomy, at Knox Hos
pital.
The sum cf $69 was realized
Tuesday from the rummage sale
and supper at the Grange hall.
Before the Declaration of Inde
pendence was permanently placed
in the Library of Congress, it found
.heller m 10 uffifcicfit cities ai»t
five

gvery-Other-Day

Mrs. Leroy I’ Chase will entertai,

E.F.A Club at her Talbot avem
home Wednesday

Wilbur Senter is <;n a week's v ■
cation from duties at the Sen'ei
Crane Company.
Miss Margaret O Rogers, .1 teach
cr in the Bar Harb r schools, is en
joying a week's vacation at ln
home on 23 Spruce street.

The wedding of Miss Barbae
Jewett Roberts of Jericho, L01.
Island, N Y . and Dr Alan Morga
Davis of Portland. Oregon, u
take place al the bride's bom
Miss Roberts is a daughter of Mi
andi Mrs. Percy L Roberts, foi
merly of Rcckland
An interesting pr grain of sol
and ensemble numbers was give
Sunday by students of Mrs. Rui
E. Sanborn at tbe Universale
Church. Everyone was much plea."'
with the fine effort and many com
ments of praise were made for th
talent In the group Those presen
were: Jean Spear, Verna Waldroi
Signe Swanholmc, Phyllis Gasjx:
Ila Gasper, Carol Ann Wole.!'
Joan Hunt, Charlotte Cowan. Join
Ristaino, Avis Williamson. Elain
Poust, Theresa King. Helen Lynd
Mary Richards. Billy Pease, Tc
Strong, Bob Davis. Dick Harpc
Clifford Harper. Paul Halligan. Join
Dana, Rcnald Lord. Albert Havene
Gerry Billings. Priscilla Starr. Rim
Gardner, Dorothy Curtiss, Maryli
Spear and Jacquie Snow.

Visit Lucien K. Green
Son'
second floor, 16 School street, Odi
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fu
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderat
prices.

BABY'S COLD
Relieve misery fas
—externally. Rub 01

WICK

1 ▼ VapoRui

Three Shows Daily—2, 7, 9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sunday 3
LAST TIMES TODAY

“HOW GREEN WAS
MY VALLEY
Shown at 2.15, 7.15, 9.30
TOMORROW A THURSDAY
BARGAIN DAYS, 25«
VOU VI HIAVO
HIM . . . NOW
MVNMK

The highlights or drastic changes in the style of

men’s suits are:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

No two-pant suits.
All vests must be eliminated from double
breasted garments.
All trousers must bc made plain—no
pleats.
No trousers can be processed over 35
inches in length to a regular. Shorts and
longs will be cut in proportion.
No sack coat can be processed over 293 4
inches long to a regular. Shorts and longs
will be cut in proportion.

Tht pirture Hollywood toid
he d never mokel
2d First Shewing Hit
See These Goofs Go Uniformly
Happy!
Jackie Gleason, Jack Durant

in
“TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP"
with
Borrah Minevitch, Harmonica
Rascals

fc

NO FINISHING OF WOOL TROUSERS WITH
CUFFS
No person shall finish a pair of trousers
made of wool cloth with cuffs or cause such to
be finished for his account.
Garments in our stock prior to March 30, 1942.
are not affected by the above except with regard to
finishing of trousers, all of which must be finished
plain after the effective date of the order.

GREGORY’S
ROCKLAND. MAINE

•wj

PERMANENT <9 Ci
WAVES
«?*>•«*'

GILBERT'S BI
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCI

Fvery-Other-Day''

lTRE

fvery-Other-Day
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^Society

THURSDAY

NICKERSON-SIMMONS WEDDING

Boston

Mr and Mrs. Harold Coomb;
,err business visitors in Portland
Saturday.
Mrs Harry Brown and Mrs. Wil
bur Senter are visiting in Portion 1
today

Billy MoLocn, son cf Mr. and Mrs
John H. McLocn, has returned
acme after having undergone two
eperations at the Maine General
Hospital in Portland. The young
ster was in the hospital three
,eekh. and at the home of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. Nel
son McDougall for a like period.

[the same program

Mrs. Leroy F. Chase will entertain
E.F.A Club at her Talbot avenue
heme Wednesday.

“Fris®

Irene Harvey and Kent
today only on the stage apry Berry's Newest Revuj,
kist. Vanities of 1942.” < Ml
'Niglit Before Divorce,”
Batri and Joseph Allen,

■

Wilbur Senter is ou a week's vafatir ii from duties at the SenterCrane Company.

Mr. and Mrs. H P. Blodgett re
cently made a trip to Key West, Fla
They were guests at the Shelborne
Hotel at Miami Beach for a few
days. Stopping over in New York
and Boston, Mrs. Blodgett visited
the Flower Show, then came to
Portland where she attended the
D.A.R. annual conference as State
Historian.

Mrs. Edwin Doyle has returned
home after spending several weeks
with her daughter, Mrs. Clifford
Oliver, Ingraham Hill.
(Mirs. Lenora Libbey who was
called to Dresden recently by sudden
death of her mother, was again
summoned this week by the serious
condition of her father, Sidney Bar
ter, and her brother, Percy Barter
of Braintree, Mass., who Ls a patient
at the Gardiner General Hcspital.

Mrs Helen Hyde Carlson recently
was In attendance at the ‘Gift shew”
In the Statler Hoel, Boston, and last
week
attended the State Conference
will be no advance itt
of the D.A.R. in Portland, as a dele
gate from Lady Knox Chapter.
Tlie wedding of Miss Barbara While in Portland Mrs. Carlson was
Jewett Roberts of Jericho, Long the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
’em Covered!
Island. N. Y., and Dr. Alan Morgan H. Carlson.
Davis of Portland, Oregon, will
Dr. C. Harold Jameson has re
t take place at the bride’s home.
Miss Roberts is a daughter of Mr. turned from a few days’ visit in
' and Mrs. Percy L. Roberts, for- New York.
> merly of Rcckland.
Cards have been received in this
An interesting program of solo city announcing the marriage of
' and ensemble numbers was given Miss Christine Ella Haskell and Ev
Sunday by students of Mrs. Ruth erett Manville Fraser, which takes
E Sanborn at the Universalist place Monday, April 6, at St.
Church. Everyone was much pleased Joseph’s Church in Portiand to be
with the fine effort and many com followed by a reception at the Fal
ments of praise were made for the mouth Hotel. The bride will be
talent in the group. Those present I pleasantly remembered as cnc of
lhe important rules for boil-S were: Jean Spear, Verna Waldron, i
the popular entertainers at the
egctablcs to retain a maxi-S
Eigne Swanholme. Phyllis Gasper, I Rainbow Rccm or the Thorndike
[their food values is to cook;
pi utensils to keep the steam; Ila Gasper, Carol Ann Wolcott. Hotel last year.
as little water as possible., Jean Hunt, Charlotte Cowan. Joan
Iboding water, turn pas flame';
Mrs. Herbert Richardson of
igh to maintain gentle boiling^ Ristaino, Avis Williamson, Elaine
vegetables only until tender.! Pcust, Theresa King, Helen Lynch, Berkeley street is visiting her son,
ho«l saves both food and fuel.
Mary Richards, Billy Pease, Ted Lawrence, in Needham, Mass.
Iso reduces the consumption
Strong,
Bob Davis. Dick Harper.
approximately half.
Clifford Harper. Paul Halligan. John
Mrs. Louis B. Cook was hostess
Dana, Rcnald Lord, Albert Havener, to the memibers of the Monday
ou suffer distress from’X Gerry Billings, Priscilla Starr, Rhea Night Club at her Beech street
Gardner. Dorothy Curtiss, Marylin heme last night.
Spear and Jacquie Snow.
Mlembers of the Educational Club
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s wishing to attend the tea April 10
second floor, 16 School street, Odd at Blaine Mansion, Auguste, may
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur get in touch with Mrs. George
Makes You
Coats
and Cloth Coats, at moderate Woodward if* they have made no
Id, Nervous!
other arrangements for transpor
prices.
I such times
suffer backtation.
i, cramps,
ache, distress
Mrs. Edgar McBrine and young
rregularities,”
ated feeling, so tired, weak
Relieve misery fast est daughter. Helen, have returned
s to functional monthly dis—externally. Rub on from a week’s stay in Portland, ac
inces—try Lydia E. Pink
's Vegetable Compound —
companied here by her sisters Mrs.
nade especially for women
Harland
Rawley and Mrs. Guy
famous to help relieve such
Jily distress.
Shibles
for
a brief visit with the.r
VapoRub
ken regularly thruout the
parents,
Mr.
and Mrs. A C. McIn
th — Pinkham’s Compound
tosh.
s build up resistance against
i symptoms.T housands upon
sands benefited! Follow laMrs. Annie Mank cf Thcmaston
iirections. Worth trying!
was a recent visitor of friends and
Three Shows Daily—2, 7, 9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sunday 3
relatives here.
Mi s Margaret O. Rogers, a teach
er in tlie Bar Harbcr schools, is en
joying a week’s vacation at her
heme cn 23 Spruce street.

FEMALE
EAKNESS

BABY'S COLDS

1WICKS
w

*C AMDEN*
LAST TIMES TODAY

ESS

“HOW GREEN WAS
MY VALLEY”
Shown at 2.15, 7.15, 9.30

_

TOMORROW & THURSDAY
BARGAIN DAYS. 25e

tomers

VOU

HIM . . . NOW

Miss Mary Barbara Simmons and' A recepticn was held frcm 9 until
Lewis Abbot Nickerson, both of 10.30. Those assisting in serving
Rcckland, were married Saturday were Miss Dorothy Simmons and
night at 8.20 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edith Tanguay.
Mrs. Everett Blethen, in Owls Head
The decorations were in silver and
Rev. Lcuis A. Walker performed the white with silver candles on th
double ring ceremony.
! table with the bride’s cake.
They were attended by Ernest B
The guest book was in charge cf
Nickerson, a brother of the groom Miss Catherine Simmcns.
as best man and Mrs. Catherine C
The bride is a graduate cf Rock
Blethen as matron of honor. Tlie land High School, ’t'he groom is a
bride was given in marriage by her member of the Naval Reserves and is
father, George C. S mmons.
attending Wentworth Institute in
The bride is the daughter cf Mr J Boston where he Ls taking instrucand Mrs. George C. Simmons cf ticn in diesel engineering.
South street and the groom Ls the Guests were, Mr. and Mr« George
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jeptha C Simmcns, Miss Derothy Simmcns,
Nickerson of Frenchboro
Miss Catherine Simmcns, Mr. and
The bride wore a dress of powder Mrs. Edgar Critch, Miss Betty Lou
blue wool with metifs of wool em Robinson, Kenneth Robinson, Mr.
broidery in pastel shanes and a and Mrs. Jchn O Stevens, Mr. and
corsage of, pink roses and heather. Mrs. Joshua N. Scuthard, Rev. and
The matren of honor wore Navy Mrs. Louis A. Walker, Mrs. Katie
blue with white accessories and a Seavey, Mrs. Edith Tanguag. Sidney
corsage of jacqueminot roses. The Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. George Wil
bride’s mother was gewned in wine liams, Ernest B Nickerson, Mr. and
colored crepe and wore a corsage of Mrs. Everett Blethen and Miss DeMarshall Neil roses.
lores Surek.

The Methebesecs

The Methebesec Club met in the
vestry of the Universalist Church
Friday. As this was a guest after
noon all business was suspended
and the meeting turned over to
the program chairman, Mrs. Jose
phine Rice, who epened the pro
gram by reading humorous poems
of Scotland and Ireland. She was
followed by Capt. Rice who sang
Irish. Scotch and English ballards,
prefacing each song with a short
talk abcut them.
Miss Mabel Spring, speaker of
the afternoon, gave a very inter
esting talk on England which she
has had the privilege of visiting
three times. Miss Spring said she
had every intention of going again
this year but that Hitler had
cheated her cut of that pleasure.
She had many objects of art, pic
tures and cards on display.
Capt. Rice then sang several
more folk songs with introductions

as to their origin aud the meeting
closed with poems and a short
talk by Mrs. Rice pertaining to
our British heritage; and a salute
to the flag.

The picture Hollywood said
ha d nevor mokel
2d First Showing Hit
See These Goofs Go Uniformly
Happy!
Jackie Gleason, Jack Durant

in
“TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP”
with
Borrah

Minevitch, Harmonica
Rascals

theme of

j the Sunday evening devotionals of
the Y.P.C.U. when the erganization
! met in the Universalist vestry. Miss
I Eleanor Weed led assisted by Celia
i Kirk, Lucille Stanley, Glenice But
man. David Newcombe, Hazen Saw1 yer, Virginia Bowley and Douglas
Cooper. The remainder of the hour
was spent in discussion for the State
convention with short speeches by
Dr. John Smith Lowe and his sen,
John Jr. Visitors included Mary
Ramsdeli, Eileen Beech, Richard
Brown, Mrs. Herbert Kirk and Miss
Celia Kirk.

TODAY ONLY
ON THE STAGE

HARRY BERRY’S
NEWEST REVUE
“Sunkist Vanities of
1942”
NEW FACES
NEW ROUTINES

ON THE SCREEN

n

iccssed over 29 Ta
Shorts and longs

IN
DEFENSE

ROUSERS WITH

OF
BEAUTY

pair of trousers
s or cause such to

with

MISS MARY BIRMINGHAM

LYNN BAftRI, J. ALLEN, JR-

Miss Mary Birmingham died in
Winterport Sunday afternoon, fol
lowing a long peried cf ill health.
She was bom in Winterport,
daughter of the late Jchn and
Mary Birmingham. an<t for 59
years was a resident of Rockland,
being employed by Mrs. E. K
Glover and later by Mrs. E. F.
Glover.
A woman of sterling
character, she had many friends.
She is survived by a sister, Miss
Sarah Birmingham
The funeral will be held1 in St
Gabriel’s church in Winterport,
Wednesday at 9 a. m.
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WiTHA.
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SANDERS
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Guard Your Jleaut.v With Our
professional Services

► AYflRSJ

,

Plus HEDDA HOPPER

‘Tanks, Beauty and Beach’
PERMANENT
WAVES

^2.50-$3-$4-$5

TODAY
GINGER RGGERS in
with

RY’S

THE MAN WHO DOUBLE
CROSSED HITLER!

Night Before Divorce

Abo on the Same Program

f the order.

The 44th annual State conference
of the Daughters cf the American
Revolution was held Wednesday and
Thursday at Portland, with about
259 in attendance. Mrs. Roy E. Heywood opened her home fcr an eve
ning reception.
Miss Margaret E. McIlroy of
Iewistcn State Regent, gave the
keynote in her epening addsess when
she said, ‘‘that present world con
ditions bring to each of us the work
of cur heritage and our great ob
ligation to preserve our form of
government.” Reports of the 37
chapters showed their members ac
tively engaged in services to Na
tional and Civilian defense and to
the American Red Cross, with nearly
its full strength of 1956 members
Amcng the State officers rep;its
was that cf Mrs. H. P. Blodgett of
Rcckland. who showed the scrap
book cf historic markings she has so
diligently compiled.
State Chairman who eave reports
were two frcm Lady Knox Chapter:
Mrs Anne Snow, chairman of Knox
Memorial and Mrs. Helen Carlson,
chairman of National Defense
through Patristic Education.
At the memorial service conduct
ed by MissCarmeta Appleby, the re
gent of Lady Knox Citapter, Mrs.
Irene Moran, placed a rose in the
flower basket in memory of Mrs.
Minnie T. Wooley, leng a member cf
Lady Knox Chapter.
Miss Elsie Rittal of Dresden,
sponsored by Pemaquid Chapter was
selected frcm the 90 candidates as
the State of Maine’s Gcod Citizen
Pilgrim. Her name in a capsule was
drawn frcm the gold fish bowl by
Mrs. Ralph Crockett. Librarian
General cf the National Society
D A.R. Continental Congress will
be held the frist week in May in
Chicago instead cf Washington this
year, due to tlie crowded conditions
of war time in the Nation’s Capital.
Again Lady Kncx Chapter will be
represented on the beard of the
State Society as Mrs. Mabelle Rose
was elected unanimously to th’
office of State treasurer. Mrs. Ar
thur Gcsline of Gardiner is the
newly elected State regent.
Wednesday night the banquet
was held at the Eastland with offi
cers cf the Army and Navy present.
Mrs. Sumner Sewali, wife of the
Governor an honor guest, and Nor
man Valentine cf Bostcn. sper'.al
agent cf the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation, was the speaker of the
evening. Mr. Valentine said that
not one instance of sabotage in
spired by a foreign nation had been
disccvered by his organization so
far and warned against “witch
hunts.’’ He assailed the laxity of
some factories in checking their
employes and said surveys were be
ing made to set up effective antisabotage systems in industry. He
urged that his organization be given
information indicating activity of
enemy agents.
A feature of the conference was
selections by the band of Opportun
ity Farm boys. Instruments of the
band were given by the Daughters
in many instances and though this
prcject is only about a year old the
boys have made g:od progress and
received great applause. In the
past year Chapters have given over
$1000 to Opportunity Farm.
It was interesting to note that

Mrs. Fannie A. Richards, widow cf
H. B. Richards, recently celebrated
her 92d birthday. Her maiden name
was Milliken and she was born in
Lincolnville, Feb. 11, 1850. She
came in 1891 to Camden, where she
has since resided. She has always
worked in mills and for some length
of time was employed in Lawrence,
Mass. and in mills in other large
cities. She was a weaver and em
ployed in thp Knox woolen mill at
Camden for over 50 years, retiring
at the age of 87.
She is a member cf the Tcwnsend
Club and always attends the meet
ings when able. She is a Democrat
and a great admirer of President
Roosevelt.
f3he reads without
glasses and assists with the house
work, caring for her own room and
doing many ether little household
duties.
“Aunt Fannie” as she is lovingly
called, is very liberal on her views
of the present generation. She
likes short dresses, bare legs and
thinks it is a woman’s privilege to
smoke if she wishes to. She enjoys
good health, is a great reader and
an ardent radio ‘fan.” Up to date
on all late events sh" is a most en
tertaining conversationalist and it is
the sincere wish of her many friends
that she enjoy many more happy
birthdays.
Mary Dillingham Chapter conducts
a class fcr pre-naturalized citizens
over 500 attending this past year.
WEDNESDAY AND
Radio broadcasts over WCOU.
THURSDAY
WHEB and WLBZ, have been ocnductcd. History cn value cf articles
in the Maine Room at Continental
Congress has been catalogued
These arc only a few of the daugh
ters’ activities. And so another year
has ocme to a close in the annals of
the Maine Daughters of the Ameri
can Revolution.
Irene Moran,
Regent Lady Kncx Chapter.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

rocesscd over 35
gular. Shorts and
ortion.

to March 30, 1942,
txcept with regard to
lich must be finished

“Aunt Fannie” Is 92

Hitler Cheats the Speaker! Mrs. Richards Likes Short
Out of Another Trip To
Dresses, Bare Legs and
England
“F. D. R.”

Mrs. Leroy Harrington of Liberty
Shirley Ann NcLson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson, spent wa.s a visitor Thursday in Rockland.
the week-end with her grandparent
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath of Alford
I uke Camp.
‘God’s Care" was the

Ml MW

mges in the style of

made plain—no

—By Saff Photographer
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Abbot Nickerson (Miss Mary Barbara Sinimcns) who
W'ere married Saturday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Blethen.

VI Hiaio

Conservation Order
2, as follows:

iatcd from double

CRUTE-HAHN WEDDING

This And That

A Course and Interesting Re
port of State Gathering,
By Local Regent
Mr. and Mrs. W. V/. Gregory have
Golden Red Chapter, O.EJS. will
^turned from a two weeks’ visit hold a rummage sale and dinner
from Braintree. Mass., and while March 31 at Masonic Temple.
t^ic attended the flower show in

ions comedy, while dusky
Iris port lays an alluring

D. A. R. Conference
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GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
12-eot-if

IRENE HARVEY
J. KENT TAYLOR

“ROXIE HART”
«ku umniOTj
Kill MKT

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

COUNTRY STORE

.ALL KINDS OF GIFTS

6UM1

A **

BOCMLAN1I

i

By K. S. F.
Dr. Arthur Stevens Phelps has
recently celebrated his 80th birth
day and at the same time com
pleted the reading of the Bible for
the 81st time. Beloved Dr. Phelps,
like his brother, William Lyon
Phelps, is a brilliant author and
lecturer and was cne time pastor
of the Baptist Church of Water
ville. On his birthday he received
messages and greetings from all
over the world. Dr. and Mis.
Phleps now live in Berkeley. Calif.
Their anxious hearts await word
constantly from Rev. Dryden
Phelps who is a missionary pro
fessor of a college in China.
• • • •
Sun stroke is very rare in Florida
where the sun shines more than
half the time.
• • • •
Old lady: “So .vour name is
George Washington.’’
• Ycssum,'’ said tlie little darkle

boy.
"Do you try to be like him?”
"Lak who?”
Old lady: "Why. like George
Washington of course.”
“Ah caint help bein’ lak Gawgc
Washington on cayse dat’s aakly
who ah is.’’
• • • •
“Oh. me; oh, my!” as the editor
of Sunshine says, “Life is an ever
lasting struggle to keep money
coming in and teeth and hair
from coming out."
• • • •
What will housewives do with
the 65 dill erent Kinds ot vegetables
they can if there are no cans?
And the 43 kinds oi iruits apd tne
37 kinds of sheimsn and lish, the
29 kinds cf meat and the over 30
of soups? Glass can be used but
will not that make the expense far
greater fcr larger quantities?
• • • •
Why is it necessary to display
in almost every advertisement
where women and girls are used
for the central attraction, naked
or almost nude wemen? There is a
general lack of modesty in the
female of this generation it would
seem, but not in men. Men still
show native modesty that certainly
is a lesson to women. If it is
wished to call attention to a
special line of lettuce there must
be an almost nude weman in the
midst cf the growing salad. Isn’t
everyone pretty well fed up on
kgs?
And wouldn’t everyone,
both men and women, be happy
to see these same pictures in well
made and pretty costumes? I wager
everyone would welcome the im
provement and the dignity that
would come back to the form and
beauty of all wemanhoed.
• • • •
March, the same year after
year. It was Helen Hunt Jackson
long ago who said. “Ah, March!
We know thou art kind-hearted,
spite of ugly looks and threats and
out of sight, art nursing April’s
violets.”
• • • »

After much thought, an Aber
deen couple decided to adopt an
orphan bey.
“I wonder, Mrs. McFie," re
marked a neighbor, “that ye didna
choose a lassie. Now you're up in
years she would have been help'ul
tee ye.”
"Maybe,” replied Mr». McFie;
“but, ye see, wc had a guid glen
garry bonnet in the hoosc.’—An
swers.
• • • •
Taxed By River’s Rise
Egyptians once paid taxes ac
cording to the rise or the Nile
river. If the rise was great, crops
would be plentiful and the people
could pay higher taxes. Marked
poles were erected for measuring
the exact water level.
• • • •
So Portland is giving wemen
war work to do to fill the plaus
made vacant by men going to the
front. Good.
• • • •
New comets appear all too often
these days for comfort but so long
as they are comets and rot Japs
and Nazis, one may feel safe. How
one lengs to “slap the Jap” as my
grandson expresses it.
• • • •
Vitamin C is found in cabbage,
ar.d this valuable need to heakn
is aU too often destroyed by the
cocking. Eat it raw or cook only
three minutes for perfect value,
and be sure to plant pienty in ‘he
'Aar gardens.
• • • •
Shrimps ace an excellent Len
ten dish.
• • • •
The America First committee
seems to be doing their work more
quietly- The Laura Ingalls ease
ts etill in mind and with sorrow in
the heart, one thinks of her putrid
Jsiojalty, or was it publicity she
wanted that led her into that mire?

—Bv Saff Photographer.
The bridal party at the marriage of Miss Evelyn Frances Hahn and
Corporal Kenneth L. Crute, Saturday night. From left to right are:
Roland J. Hahn, best man: Ccrporal and Mrs. Crute, and Miss Ve 11a Bar
rett of Warren, maid ofhonor.

Miss Evelyn Frances Hahn of The bride wore a navy blue dress
Thomastcn and Corp. Kenneth 'With a ccrsage of red roses and
Lloyd Crute cf Cushing were mar-Iwhile swcct Pcas- Tne maid ol
honcr wore navy blue and a corsage
ried at the parsonage of the First'
of daffodils. ,
Baptist Church in Rockland Sat
The groom is a member of Ba!urday night by Rev. J. Charles Mac tery E, 240th Coast Artillery, and
Donald. The double ring ceremony the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
was used.
Crute cf Cushing. The bude is th.;
The couple were attended by Ro- daughter of Mrs. Helen Ilahn nf
land J. Hahn, brother of the bride: Thomaston and i.s employed at
and Miss Vella Barrett of Warren.' Chisholm’s Spa m Rockland.

The Shakespeares

An Evening Of Music

Decide Upon Studies For Is Promised For Tomorrow
Next Season — Annual
Night When Thomaston
Meeting April 6
and Rockland Clubs
Unite
The Shakespeare Society met
last night at the home of Mrs. Eva
Hellier, Talbot avenue. Nineteen
members responded to roll call
with quotations frcm “The Tam
ing of the Shrew.” Mrs. Edith
Bird cf the Program Committee
reported that plans were completed
for the annual meeting to be held
April 6 at the Copper Kettle. A
nominating committee consists of
Mrs. Gertrude Wocster. Mrs. Eliza
beth Pomercy and Mrs. Emily
Stevens.
It was voted to read next year,
“Macbeth,” "Much Ado Abcut
Nothing” and “The Melting Pot."
Mrs. Irene Moran acted as lead
er for the meeting in place of
Mrs. Nettie Frest. Act V was read,
parts being taken as follows: Bi
anca—Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt. Biondello — Mrs. Vanessa Cowan, Lueentio—Mrs. Irene Moran, Petruchic—Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy. Vincentio—Miss Mabel Spring, Gremio —
Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin, Tranio —
Mrs. Edith Bird. Baptista — Mrs.
Gertrude Wooster, Katherine —
Mrs. Josephine Rice. Hcrtensio—
Miss Annie Frost, Wid'sw — Mrs.
Irene Walker.
Mrs. Moran acted as commenta
tor on the notes cf the 5th act.
Some everyday expressions found
in "The Taming cf the Shrew" are
—“My cake is dough"; “Let the
v.orld slide ’; “There's small choice
ill rotten apples". Seme expres
sions from “Julius Caesar" read
earlier in the season are, “It was
Greek to me”; “An itching palm";
"Master spirits”; "A dish fit for
the Gods’’; “A lean and hungry
lock"; "Master of their fates";
“Degs of war”.
Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt read .some
interesting notes on Ihe play. Mrs
Ethel Lovejoy read a few para
graphs frtn Shakespeare’s Heroines
by Mary Cowden Clark pertaining
to the Girlhood of Katherine and
Bianca. Mrs. Eva Hellier read
from Women of (Shakespeare by
Louis Lewes giving a delineation
of character of Katherine and
Bianca.
The evening came to a fitting
close with a clever and novel “Ra
dio Performance" of the play from
station RS.S. The announcer was
Mrs. Edith Bird. Members of the
cast were Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs.
Josephine Rice, Mrs. Gertrude
Wooster. Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt and
Mrs. Irene Moran.

There will be a joint meeting ol
the Thomastcn H.gih School Or
chestra and Glee Club with the
Junior Rubinstein Club as hcsless
c’ub Wcdnc.day evening, at the
Tower Rocm, Community Build
ing. Each member is privileged to
invite cne guest. Refreshments
and a serial hour will close the
evening. The fellow.i: ; is the pro
gram:
America,
A- embly and T.I1.H. Orchestra
Selections
T.F. S. Glee Club
Phno du»t.
Christine Newhall, Kathleen Blackman
P.ano solo.
Ruth Emery
Pta'no solo.
Elaine Pou.-t
Reading.
Madeline McConehtc
Piano solo,
Helen Lynch
Piano solo,
Mary Richards
Piano salo.
Virginia Pinkham
Plano solo.
Janice French
Selection.
T.H.S. Orchestra
Selection.
THS. Glee Club
Plano duet.
Jean and James Gilchrist
Saxophone sclo.
F’eanor Gregory
Violin quartet.
Phyllis Gasper Joan Crie Mary Luce.
Mary Richards

Clarinet duo.

Betty Fales. Lecha Frisble
Reading,
Joseph Richards
Trombone duo,
James Gilchrist. Roy Swanholme
Aceordian solo,
James Dana
Selections.
THS. Glee Club
Selections.
T H 8. Ot che tra
Star Spangled Banner

The Perfect Recipe
FOR

CANNING SAVINGS

Preserve (lie Ih*xI of the sea
son’s crops, bill remember when
you invest .vour time and your
mOnev, that good quality canning
supplies arc an important part
of the perfect recipe for success
ful canning. Get your needs here
today in wide variety and at sav
ing prices.

BUY JARS NOW
And be sure. Our stock is complete

I want. . .

E-Z

SEAL

FIGHTING DOLLARS

America must be_ strong.
Every man and woman must
contribute their strength to the
strength of America at war.
Some are carrying guns—
some

are

flying

planes—some

are giving their blood on ships
at sea.
YOU on the home front must
buy those guns—those planes—
those ships. That must be your
contribution to freedom under
fire!
BUY DEFENSE
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
DAY—buy them with every
penny you have te spare 1

Qts. 89c Doz.
New Fresh Stock

GOOD LUCK

JARRUBBERS
3 pkgs 25c

JELLY GLASSES
Doz 49c

Main Street
Hardware Co.
441 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEU 268

The Memory Man

SENTRIES

PATROL

PACIFIC

COAST

Bill Coiley Writes

(By Iree Member)
I have mentioned that Al Farn
ham had both feet badly frozen
when the Alfred Keene was wrecked.
HLs feet have never been free from
effects cf that freezing but—he can
still do a mean dance, at 75 years
of age! Peter Peterson had both
hands badly frozen on that same
trip. With a 20-foot sea running
in zero temperature, and the salt
water freezing abcut as fast as it
splashed over the hands of the rowers it was a wonder ethers escaped
without frozen hands and feet
tBrrr!) I have been told that the
courage, resourcefulness and giant
strength of Capt. Faulkingham was
the only thing which saved the lives
LONG the pebbled and sandy utes of every day since the outbreak
beaches of British Columbia, of war, a man has volunteered and
of all the men on that fateful trip.
has been accepted for service in
where
thousands of Americans have
Well, after such a terrible experi
enjoyed vacations, the Canadian Canada’s Navy, Army or Air Force.
ence most of us would have fore
army now maintains a ceaseless Such enlistments now exceed 400,sworn sailing the seas, but not so Al.
patrol. Thousands of men. with 000. This number is supplemented
their faces turned westward keep by the men called up under Can
ITe shipped March 31, 1895, cn the
vigil from sentry posts, while up ada's draft system for national de
Charlie Woolsey, A. P. Ginn, cap
and down the beaches, Bren Gun fense. After these men are given
tain, loaded with lime for New York,
carriers rumble on patrol, night and four months’ training, they are de
day. Under Canada's system of vol tailed for duty with the army in time to volunteer for service outside
lie made only one trip and then
untary enlistment for service any Canada until the end of the war. of Canada and thousands have taken
shipped aboard the Mary Brewer.
where in the world, every two min Any draftee has the right at any advantage of this privilege.
Ed. Thomas was captain and Al.
made three trips in th s vessel with
powerful but few in numbers. They
lime for New York, and a cargo of
“This Hitler Skunk” have their new.-paper and broad Boosted Home State
coal on the return trip. He then
casters to start their lies, but they
went one trip in the Silver Spray.
i Aviators Have Program In
Averill
Says
That
His
Stench
depend everywhere upon the gulli
The captain was named Oear. He
St. Louis—North HavenCan Be Smelled a Mile
next shipped in the Carrie L. Hix.
ble listener and careless talker to
ite Is Guest Speaker
Away
Both the two last named vessels
spread their propaganda.
tarried lime to New Ycrk and those
Bv this means Hitler and hi.s
Word comes frcin Richard Kail,
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
were “hard t ines” when all thej
friends
plan to confuse and per- j who is a student at Park's Air ColA great menace to our war pro
men were paid off when the vessels
gram is the idle talker, the kind ‘ vert public opinion so as to build - lege, East St. Louts. Ill., of a Mainearrived at City Island and had to
who hears everything, believes up a support that will force bills boosting program which he re
shift for themselves and no one!
congress
that will wreck
everything auu
and tells everything. ! through
.
<,vor ont evt-ryuiiii'i
n
°
cared a rap whether they ever =•
our war urogram
These idle cently engineered there. The Phi
. ,
.
Homo- Such people are the germ carriers UUI
mugum.
xncsc miv
back home or net good old dem
Qi talkers should understand that Alpha Chi, an aviation fraternity,
of Hitler propaganda. The -»
real
erotic times of the Gay Nineties!
they may be a greater menace to held a banquet at the American
Next Al shipped in the Woodbury j Hitler agents and appeasers are our boys at the front than the ' Hotel in St. Louis for its prospec
M. Snow, Capt. L. L Brown, and!
enemy whcm they face on the tive pledges.
Brown
until
M.
Snow,
and
was
with
tliis
outfit
| Stanley Bi verage of Belleville
continued with Capt.
battle lines.
Feb. 8, 1899 During ths time ha! f;ix Vears- When Capt. Sawyer , The most vicious piece of propa- 1 Hl., formerly of North Haven, was
sailed in th< Woodbury Snow, the changed hi.s captaincy to the schoon ' gatxla Ihat is running into the ! guest speaker and showed many
Addie Snow and the Robert A. er Theol ne, Al went with him. This long ears and out of the limber movies of North Haven. Rockland,
Snow, all of them captained by I-. schooner was in the lumber carry- ,' tongues of the rumor mongers is Bar Harbor and other beauty
I,. Brown. The Robert A. Snow w»s ing trade from Charleston, S C., to)i the widespread reports of strikes spots of Maine many of which were
lest in the terrible blizzard Nov. 27 New York.
taken last Summer while they
After leaving his job with Capt. ; in our war industries. Tliere does W’ere vacationing in this vicinity.
while trying to get into Hyannis
not seem to be much excuse for
harbor. It was a terrible n ght and Sawyer (in 1908» Al. went aboard this sort of thing. Everyone should
“You know how boys are,” says
everything movable was piled up all the Sophia in 1908 with the Snow j recognize the stench of this Hit J Dick, "about their heme State.
up and down the Shoals but the Marine Company, and continued ler skunk a mile away. For Hitler ! Each one thinks that his own is
crew all came out cf the storm alive. with them until 1914.
‘God's Country’.” Eighteen States
H s career on the briny deep had knows as well as Donald Nelson,
Al didn't quit the sea after thi-.
i were represented there as wil as
that
our
all-out
war
industry
is
his second experience in shipwrecks. been a long and stormy one and he , the thing that will crush him. ! Scotland, England and South
When he got home he immediately decided lo become a “landlubber” Of course his loyal American America, Mr. Karl was the sole
sh pped for New York again, dis but his love of the sea was so great fiiends are telling lies about representative from the tall-timthat he couldn’t stay off the water!
charged cargo and went to Barren
for long and he began a long ca- st,’*tcs :n Ollr war industries so as ber State.
Island anti loaded fertilizer for Port
All present agreed that Maine
reer—on the water, but in a differ- to
UP a perverted public senland. Coming out of Portland,
was
certainly a beautiful place
timent that will enable them to
towed bv the steamer E. Frank Coe. ent line—yachting.
and
they were acutely conscious
His'jobs as cook on yachts have push bills through Congress to
(he hawser parted and they had to
that
the
isolated state, so to speak,
heave the anchor, but this did not been so many that I shrink from the wreck our war production pro was still a part of the Union.
gram.
step the ship from grounding on task of naming them. Since 1914
Buffet lunch concluded an eve
The Smith Anti-Strike Bill is the
(he east side of the channel where:
ning
of fine entertainment.
of
this
false
strike
sea” many times, and now, at the 1 poison fruit
she pounded her bottom out and:
From
Washington
good old age of 75 he says he will, Propaganda.
sank. The crew had to take to the
sail
the seas no more, but those who ! comes this report: “President warned the people against false
rigging where they hung on for
know him well are keeping theirI, Roosevelt
Roosevelt has warned against rumors and reports, in his first
dear life from 9 a. m. until 3 p. tn.
fingers crossed and would net be hasty passage of anti-strike legis- speech after the battle cf Pearl
The crew of Station 36 made three unduly surprised to hear that hei lation and declared that headlines Harbor. He also advised the peo
attempts to take the vessel’s crew
has decided t; take a few more trips and irresponsible speeches have ple that he wculd keep them in
off the sunken craft. The third at
on the deep blue—never can tell created 'an amazing state of pub formed on the war and the situa
tempt was successful and just In
lic misinformation' bn the W’hcle tion of the country. He has the
about Al.!
time as the men were exhausted and
Perhaps I should add that his labor situation. The President as n a ticn covered with a network of
near dead with cold—it was zero
marriage to Lizzie M. Brown, daugh serts that there is no strike prob secret service investigators also he
weather. The rescued crew’ con
ter of the late T. J. Browm, was a lem and says every time 15 men has the service of British and Rus
flated of Capt. Lawrence Brown of
happy one, but her passing a few go on strike in some little factory sian information agencies. The
Bristol: mate George Greenlaw,
short years before they were to or bakery shop there are big head President is in a position to know
Rockland; cook Al. Farnham; sea
what is going on everywhere in
celebrate their golden wedding was lines.”
men. Ally Mallet and James Hurtle,
the world. If everyone will listen
Speaker
Sam
Rayburn
of
the
a hard blow to Al, as well as to th?
nil of Rockland.
to
his information, false reports
fine family with which their union House is quoted as follows: “The
Still Al. didn’t have enough of
will
die a natural death.
was blessed. Their children, all of Axis would have paid a lot of
(he briny deep. He next shipped
It can be pretty safely assumed
whom are living, are Llewellyn, now money to get the present cam
with Capt. John I. Snow in the
residing in South Windham. Me.; paign of sniping against labor, that any report which breeds
schooner Methebesec. Al. told me
Mrs. Leslie Day and Mi’s. Harry government and management and prejudice distrust, or disunity in
cnce that John Snow’ was one whale
i Cate of Rochester, N. H.
that the energy expended in at our war program is enemy propa
of a fine man and captain. While
A long and useful life, Al., and we tacking labor and other groups ganda. If everyone will treat these
Al. sailed with Capt. John they rode
wish you many happy returns and should be applied to doing some reports with the suspicion that
out two wicked hurricanes and lost
can assure you that your many of the work of trying to win the they deserve and depend on the
cne man overboard.
war.”
friends join me in saying it.
President for their information,
Al. continued in the Methebesec
[Quick, Iree, the new ribbon.—
In his recent radio broadcast, they will be treading on safe
for some time, but with a new cap
Ed.l
Furthermore
Attorney
Donald Nelson warned that Hitler ground.
tain. G. D Perry. Made one trip to
General
Biddle
warns
thc
public
is in deadly fear of our war pro
South America with Capt. Perry.
OLD SAL TINNER
duction program and will do every that when they really see or hear
Chang ng captains but not vessels,
TFor The Courier-Gazette]
lie went to Point au Pite, Guade Did you ever hear tell of old So! thing to instigate distrust among any thing that Ls suspicious, they
the people of our country against should keep it secret in order that
Tinner?
loupe. with A. B. Norton as cap She wouldn't
eat so got thinner and it.
the enemy should not be put on
tain. On the return trip they came
thinner.
his guard. In such cases, he ad
Iree Member told me of her one day.
President
Murray
in
a
letter
to
to Belfast where Al. took his dun Told of trips she made across the bay
vises
the information to be given
C.I.O.
unions,
referred
to
the
By the side of the old Vinal Haven;
nage and sprinted for Rockland.
Her eyes were bright green and her Smith bill as “the Spring drive to the Federal Bureau of Investi
Al’s. next venture was as cook.
hair was raven
If the
was short and her legs were i against labor's part in the Victory gation and then forgotten.
Ife shipped on the schooner Mletinic | Her body
long.
people
will
all
be
guided
by
the
with Capt. C. D. Perry. They load She was locally famous In story and ! program" and as a “conspiracy
song
labor's
welfare
and advice of the President and Attor
ed witii stone for Annapolis, Md., Her nose was long and hooked like a against
against the Victory program."
ney Biddle, then enemy efforts to
beak.
i.r.d on the return trip brought spi According
to Iree she was a freak.
Here we have the statements of disrupt our war front by false
ing which was delivered in New When the water wa.s shoulder deep at
high tide.
President
Roosevelt. Speaker Ray propaganda will be nipped in the
York.
She held onto the window at Iree’s
burn.
Donald
Nelson, Chief of the bud.
side
He next shipped as cook with
And talked to him "most all the wag;
War
Production
Board, and Philip
A. E. AverilJ
Capt. C M. Sawyer on the Lavinia Tho what she said he would not say.
When the bay was rough she still kept Murray. President of the Congress
Rcckland. March 23.
pace.
Tho the water slapped her homely of Industrial Relations. These four
face.
The Bernice P. Bishop Museum
At night she would perch o'n the leading national authorities in our
boat's broad stern
war program all expose the false at Honolulu. T. H.. houses the larg
VINALHAVEN
Humped like a wet. bedraggled hern.
Now I could tell you a whole lot more. reports of strikes and the danger est collection of Polynesian art ob
But I guess it’s recorded ln ’Steam in crediting and circulating such jects outside the Royal Museum in
ANO ROCKLAND
boat Lore’’
[
For such a creature as Iree does claim reports. President Roosevelt has London, England.
STEAMBOAT CO.

A

Somewhere in England,
Peb. 12.

Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
First I want to say hello to Ches
ter Hunt, Eddie Parker, Mil Hary,
Roy Perry, at the Posit Office, Bril
Richards and the many others I
knew in Roekland. I hope you all
got the letters I w'rote you.
It has been abcut four months
since I volunteered and joined the
Royal Air Force. I left Rockland
Oct. 20. 1941 and afteT a rough
voyage arrived in England on
Nov. 22. My first view of interest
was thc Engdish Channel, and then
many other places I cannot men
tion. England must have been a
beautiful place in peace time.
There are still some beautiful
places now. I have traveled quite
a bit and have seen a tot too. I
w’as posted in London for some
time, but am new in northern part
of England, “somewhere.” I have
met quite a few' American pilots
of the Eagle Squadron and it’s
just like having a cup of coffee,
meeting some lads from your own
country.
I have founl the people here
very full of courage andi very ac
commodating.
Everyone
has
been very nice to me. There is
only one thing I dislike here and
that's the EnglLsh weather. It
seems to change before your eyes
I hope to meet some of the A.E.F.
boys who landed in Ireland. I
guess they got a warm welcome.
Everything around where I am is
just the same as always; never
much change. I had a chance to
get to town a while back and W’ent
into a small store. I got to talkin : with the man and I said, “You
have a nice little place here." He
said. "Oh, I had a big store last
year. but a bomb dropped on it,
and it just went 'pooh'. I'll have
another one again sometime."
They all take it on the chin and
with a smile. Well it’s getting
quite late so I'm going to say
cheerio to Roekland and try to
catch a few winks—I can do with
a good sound sleep. I wish I could
write more abcut it all but I guess
ycu all know what it's all about.
I wish it were possible to get The
Ccurier-Gazette for a bit of heme
tewn news, but that isn't allowed.
Cheerio and let's all keep smiling.
U.S A. Vol. Bill Coiley

SOUTH HOPE

'entire to:

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

Up
FJH.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1J0
lll-tl

ill

Rockland league of
Women Voters

Roekland, Marek 20.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I went back to my old town,
Somerville, to attend town meet
ing and noted many changes, after
an absence of 57 years. The last
town meeting I went to was in
1885. Tliere was only one o’.Ctimer
there, and he was 83
I was not quite old enough to
vote then, but they used the
scramble system then anel it made
no difference. I was anxious to vote
for my brother, the late E. w.
Philbrick. who was running for su
pervisor of schools, and lie wa.s
elected by one vote over his oppon
ent, A. L. Soule, so my vote
counted.
There were many other changes
—notably, the female voters ming
ling with the crowd. It. was a
very orderly, business-like meet
ing. entirely different frem the
dog and man fights and ho:se
swapping we had in the good cld
days gone by.
E. H. Philbrick

l^nnt) Wise

says..
“Counting cents is
common sense”

I.IP-COVERS made to fit
loosely wear longer than
tightly stretched, well-fitted "jack
ets”. Give your cover plenty of
room to shift on the job—folks
have a habit of l>eing restless

S

With all the money you'll save,
buy DEFENSE SAVINGS STAMPS—
Every Stamp and Bond you buy is
an investment in freedom. Wur
needs money!
Read The Courier-Gazette

JttwriM
Investigate this modern,
low-cost maintenance plan

CO^e & ine

AWAITS YOU

O you Mve
O you sujoy notopr. coomtrive

attshtiom

Q youu cak it tiAioiuto me
ey a TUAmeo m. o.
"" ■ ■
(AtOTOIt Doctor.
’

Enjoy tho spiondor of bluo
tli** ond summor mo*—in
your own American tropic*.
El Comodoro Hotel offer*
oil tho facilities, oil tho restful
chorm ond perfect comfort
to suit tho most electing
testa. Located in tho heart
of downtown Miami—"just a
whisper" from ell ectivitios.
There ere 250 ertisticely fur
nished rooms with tub end
shower from $2.50 single end
$4.00 double. Steam heat.
The modern air cooled Coffee
Shop is famous for fine food
—et moderete prices. The
cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.

Plan your Miami Vacation
nowl For informetion or
reservations, address

/ located anJ
J P11 °uhide rn

I

I
I

jere*t.

newh.
r«decoratejrni’hed >
lobby
SP«- I

O ue mtcmeet omv uecettAey oeeuAnous
O you ?a y omly roe what you ueeo wueu vou ueeon
O youe caa's use is LeMomeueo at minimum cost
CHECK YOUR PONTIAC DEALER FOB FULL DETAILS

Proscribed Service may ba financed on GMAC’s convenient budget plan

fr^t4
Soi•riumu, P®r rfay i

^°uble.

^repr<^’tr®»’on.

me

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREE.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

*®onagar

Mgr., or your
frevei agent.

GRANDPARENTS, THEIB CHILDREN
J AND THEIB CHILDREN'S CHILDBEN

THE CALL TO THE COLORS!

mimier

have found Dr. True’s Elixir an
aid when in need of a laxative.
Caution: Use only as directed.
Agreeable to take. Ask for it
at your druggist.
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Philbiick Recalled How
He Voted There f,7 Ve.us Ago

And Mr.

••ph H. Adam*,

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

EtLL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

Follow The Trend

A ROYAL -

Rae ol Bellaat

vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle an Hant, Swans’
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. Id, 194 f

WENT TO TOWN MEETING

Civil Service at War
Camp Stewart, Ga.. March 23
More employes have been hired
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— by the Federal Government in past
The boys are doing a wonderful 20 months than in the preceding 23
job with the greatest care and the years. What’s more, thLs rate of in
efficiency Ls A-1. If this war Ls to crease may continue for another
be won by men who are well dLs- year.
To check the rate of hiring, partic
cipllned, then that's just what we
ularly in Washington, and to make
are producing.
These Southern
possible the mast efficient use of
boys are really giving us all they manpower, the Civil Service Com
have, and more, too.
mission. recently has acquired im
portant
powers in connection with
We are a new organization and
the
transfer
of employes from cne
sadly in need of athletic equipment,
and it occurs to me that possibly agency to another Federal agencies
seme of the baseball, football or now have priority ratings based upon
other clubs in Rockland or sur their importance to the war effort,
rounding communities might have and the Civil Service Commission
some equipment which they could may transfer employes from non-war
send us. We have some wonderful to war jobs without getting permis
ball players and we would like to sion cf the agency in which the
see them outfitted. Please send worker is employed. Only the em
them all you possibly can. Anything, ploye’s consent is necessary.
To speed up placements in cer
will be appreciated.
tain
jobs for which the demand is
Sgts. Jacobson, Favreau. Frost and
greater
than the supply and for
Corp. Robinson. Battery B. 603d
which
individual
characteristics are
C. A. (A.A.).
of minimum importance, the Com
music, Miss Edith Willis. Mrs. Josie mission in seme cases is sending em
Robbins and Charlotte Robbins: ployes to departments without a re
cradle roll department. Mr.s. Leon view of their papers by appointing
ard Guyette and Mrs. Glenys Mer officers. It hopes to do more of
rifield; home department, Mrs. Doris this in the future.
Merrifield; missionary. Mrs. Josie To keep up with the demand fcr
Rcbbins. A special musical program employes, the Commission is simpli
will be presented Easter Sunday fying and cutting down on its paper
at 7 o’clock.
work. In the future, applicants more
often will be rated eligible or ineligi
ble rather than given a numerical
WEST ROCKPORT
A change has been made in the rating and placed on a graded reg
plans for the Easter pageant to be ister and more unassembled exami
given at the church Easter Sunday nations will be given (a review cf
evening. The new one is entitled, qualifications rather than examina
‘ The Redeemer,” and was written by tion of a group assembled in one
Mrs. C. V. Overman who will also place). Also in recent months there
has been less review in Washington
direct the production.
of
decisions made in the field with
Mrs. Alice Tolman is confined to
the
result that action has been
the house as the result cf a fall.
speeded
up.
The Tuesday Club will meet this’
Many
of the Ccnunisston’s new
week with Mrs. Robert Heald.
procedures
will probably last only
Barbara Merrifield was overnight J
as
long
as
the
present “war appoint
guest Friday cf her niece Carolyn ,
Merrifield in Union. The latter ac-, ments,” that is until the war is
ccmpanied her cn return and spent over. It seems likely, however, that
the remainder of the week-end with there will be some permanent benefi
cial effects from the pressures that
her.
The final class in the Home Nurs are now making the Civil Service
ing Course was held Thursday at the Commission more of a central re
vestry. At the clcse of the session cruiting and service agency and less
the class members with their in- i of a routine examining and policing
structor, Mrs. Harry Murray of agency.—from Members Magazine.
Camden, adjourned to the heme of
Mrs. Margaret Andrews. There ice Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
cream and cakes were served at an
attractively appointed table Fol
lowing this Mrs. Murray was pre
sented with a set of glasses and a
silver cake server.
Mrs. E. S. Orbeton spent last week
in Boston and attended the flower
show.

Mrs. Edwin Lermond spent Thurs
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Lane of East Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts and
son William of Melrose. Mass., were
at their heme here for the week
end. They were accompanied by
LINCOLNVILLE
Mr.s. Watts’ sister.
The Democratic voters are re
Mrs. Laura Hastings passed Fri quested to meet In caucus Friday
day with Mrs. Martha Heath.
at 7.30 to choose two delegates and
Misses Edith Dunbar and Muriel two alternates to attend the State
Childs spent tiie week-end with Convention April 10 in Bangor.
Mr. and Mr.s. Wendell Emery of
George Underhill of Portland is
Rockland
in town for a few days.
Mrs. Charlotte Lermond and Mrs.
Harry Dole is employed on State
Doris Merrifield visited Saturday | roaxl construction in Bucksport.
with Mrs. Blanche Meservey.
Edgar Allen and Roy Wood of
Mr and Mr.s. Wendell Emery of Bath were week-end guests at the
Rcckland were callers Sunday at L. S Russ home.
Charles Dunbar’s.
Miss Jessie Young is confined to
A Sunday school has been organ the house with a severe case ~f
ized with these officers: Superin neuritis.
tendent, MJrs. Susan Heminway; as
sistants, Misses Charlotte Robbins
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
and Muriel Childs; secretary, Mrs.! Wonders!
Ed.th Willis; assistant secretary,1
Lucy Bowley; treasurer. David Heminway; custodian, David Heminway;

Must surely warrant that much fame.
And Iree. we know, la a truthful man.
So belelve thia story, lf you can.

BOCKLAND, MS.

From Camp Stewart

With Royal Air Force “Some Comes Word Our Boys Would
where In England,” “Keep
Like Some Athletic
Smiling,” He Says
Equipment

More Episodes In the Life Of
that “Athletic Prodigy,”
Al. Farnham

Bead Down
A„M.
SJ0 Lv. Swan’s Island,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
9.45 Ar. Rockland,

Every-OtfieMJav
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IS A CALL FOR DOLLARS

•eeotoe Miami Motel
I fhaiaa*ot*aff
Aartda $4a»a Clamber
ef Cammemo
| Miami Stete Cfcembar
af Cammaraa

Dig deep.

Strike hard.

Our boys

need the planes, ships, and guns which

your money will help to buy.

I

aS wCOMODORO
!
r
at 2nd Av»
M: ttvu Flcnsto

THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE
OPEN

T H F.

i

YI Af

.£ 1
A’ k

P C C .N f

Go to your bank, post office, or savings and

131 & E. Firet Street

MIAMI. FLORIDA

loan association.

Tell them you want to buy

Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.

